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Sourcesfor Defermining
Citqtion Prqcticefor Courf

Reportsthroughoutrhe World
Phyllis C. Mqrion
This.bibliographic essaypoints out major differences in court reporting and
citalion-practices and suggesrs reference took to assist in ascertainiig the
acceptedcilation praclicc in a counlry.
\rNE
StcNIFICANT cHANGE in the cataloging of legal materials under
AACR2 concerns the choice of entry foi reports-of a single court.
Under AACRI
the rule (26A.1) was simple: t'Enrer law reports of a
particular court under the court as authoi. Make added entiies under
reporters or annotators."r
The corresponding
rule in AACR2
(2 l.364,l) no longer provides for such an easy resolution.
Enter law reports of one court that are not ascribed to a reporter or reporters
by name under:
a) the heading for the court if the reports are issued by or under the
authority of the court
or b) title if they are not . . .
Enter reports-of.one court that are ascribed to a reporter or to reporters by
name under the heading for the court or under the heading for th-e reporrer
or first named reporter according to whichever is used as the basis for
accepted legal citation practice in the country where the courr is located. If
that practice is unknown or cannot be determined, enter under:
a) the heading for rhe courr if the reports are issued by or under the
authority of the court
or b) the heading for the reporter or first named reporter if they are nor.2
Why the change? The change reflects the intention of the framers
of AACR2 to provide a code that could be applied on an inrernational
basis. In particular, it reflects the concern- among law librarians in
Great Britain, Canada, and Australia that the rules for cataloging legal

To aid catalogers in applying the new AACR2 rule for courr repons, the editor invited
Phyllis Marion to prepare this paper. Phyllis Marion, head cataloger, University of Minnesota Law Library, wishes to thank rhomas Reynolds, Universiiy of california school
of Law Library, Berkeley, lor his invaluable assistance in preparing rhe paper. Invirational paper received and accepted for publication January 1981.
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then goes on to explain the problem inherent in the rule for court
reports.

themselves.
The provisionsin this rule that the court is deemed to be the author of its
reportsi and that reports of two or three courts should be entered under the
courr named first, are unhappily misguided since almost all law rePorts are
known and referred to either:
(i) by the names of the reporter(s) or editor(s) as in the caseof,the nominate reports issuedbefore 1865 in England (and various dates elsewhere),or
(ii) by their title, as is the casewith most Post 1865rePortsin the U.K. and
elsewhere.
with its
In practiceall such reports are referred to by the profes.sion.(which,
rt,rd"nt members, forms almost the entire audiencefor this classof material)
by their citation. This is in turn always an abbreviationof the name of the
reporter(s)or of the title.
We recomrnend that law reports should be entered under the unabbreviated form of the citation: the name of the reporter or the title, as the case
may be.a
American law librarians preferred entry under lhe court involved,
particularly for official reports, i.e., those issued under the authority
bf the court for which the opinions were being reported. They.were,
however, willing to accept eniry under reporter or title for certain un-

corporate emanation for certain selected materials (2 l.lB2)' shows a
maiked preference for entry under personal author if one is in-

try according to accepted legal citation Practice in a given country'

Sources
for DeterrniningCitationPractice/ I4L
how is that practice to be determined? What source materials may be
used to make such an evaluation?
To provide this information the following steps have been taken.
For each country covered there is at least one bibliographic citation to
an authoritative work that lists and/or discusses the court reports of
that country in a manner that indicates how existing court reports are
cited. Every attempt has been made to list works in which the text is in
English with the citation given in the language of the court reports as
published. No attempt has been made to list all the possible works that
might give the needed information. If several works are available,
those that give the most complete information and/or those that are
most likely to be available to the cataloger are listed. This approach is
of significant value for reports published prior to the publication of
the given source book. It has limited, but rather important, value for
reports now being published in that it provides insight into past and
present practice. This inforrnation will enable the cataloger to make a
reasoned judgment as to the trend in court report citation practice
within a given country. Unfortunately, there are very few source
materials that baldly state that "such-and-such" is the citation practice
applicable to a given country. Some of the sources given below provide better insight into this problem than others; all give information
of value to the cataloger.
The attempt to cover every country in the world was not successful
because of the many countries, particularly in the Third World, for
which there are few, if any, authoritative discussions of their legal
publications. Extensive research in substantive legal treatises would be
necessary to determine the kinds of reports that have been or are now
being published. The researcher would then have to rely on the citation practice followed by the author of the treatise, which may, or may
not, follow the accepted practice.6
Counr

REPoRTING Svsrnus

When making the decision as to citation practice in a given country,
the cataloger should keep in mind that the publication.practices concerning court reports, and even the very fact of publication itself, vary
from country to country. This is due to differences in the preeminence accorded case law among the countries of the world. Traditionally, the world has been divided into two legal systems: the common-law system, which exists in the United States and Great Britain
and in those countries colonized or heavily influenced by them, and
the civil-law system which is found in Western Europe (excluding
Great Britain), most of Latin America, and in many of the countries
of Asia and Africa. A third system has lately been recognized: the law
of socialist countries. This latter system is heavily influenced by the
civil-law tradition, and its legal publications are quite similar to those
found in most civil-law countries.T It should be recognized, that while
the dichotomy above is useful, the practices that have evolved in each
country within a given sphere, while sharing common characteristics,
may differ greatly.
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From the standpoint of applying rule 21.3641, the crucial differand civil-law countries is the emphasis
ence between the common-law

As regards the reporting of judicial decisions, there is no uniformitv among
civil-law systems. Decisions of intermediate appellate courts as a rule are not
officially reported. Even with resPect to the decisions of courts of last resort,
most of those counfies leave the reporter's task wholly or partly to private
enterprise; where official reports exist, they may be selective or limited to abstract, headnote-like summaries of the court's legal reasoning.s
citation practice for
It is this difference that makes determining
court reports difficult, at best, outside the common-law countries.

Souncns FoR CoMMoN-LAw CouNrnrns
As mentioned above, the common-law countries have a long tradition of reporting court cases.The publication of such reports has been
well documentea in materials that discuss the legal source material of
the countries involved.
UNTTEDSrerr,s
For United States law, the best source is Miles O. Price and Harry
Bitner's Effectiue Legal Research:A PracticaLManual of Law- Boohs and
Their (lse lNew York: Prentice-Hall, 1953). This edition of Price and

tor (7th ed.; St. Paul: West Pub., 1976), or Miles O. Price, Harry Bitner, and Shirley Raissi Bysiewicz' Effectiae Legal Research(4th ed'; Boston: Little, Brown, 1979).
It should be pointed out that it is in the United States that one will
find the greatest variety of court reports. For some courts there are
both official and nonofficial sets of reports. Some have reporters
named, some do not. Reports from lower and special-interest courts
are often published as well as those from the higher courts. The
sources giv-en above will give the cataloger the needed information as
to which part of 2l.36Al should be applied.

Sourees
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Gnn,ar BRITAIN
In Great Britain circumstances are similar to those in the United
States. There are a multitude of reports for many levels of courrs.
One great difference is that there are no official reports issued in
Great Britain. Court reporting has been left to individuals and groups
outside of the government strucrure. A complete listing of British
court reports can be found in W. Harold Maxwell and Leslie F. Maxwell's Legal Bibliography of the British Commonwealth of Nations (2d ed.;
London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1955-1964). This seven-volume set, ofren
referred to as Sweetand Maxwell, covers the court reports of the British Commonwealth for the period indicated. For ease of access each
volume is described below.
Vol. l. English Law to 1800; Including Wales, the Channel Islands,
and the Isle of Man.
Vol. 2. English Law from l80l to 1954; Including Wales, the
Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man.
Vol. 3. Canadian and British-American Colonial Law: from Earliest
Times to December 1956.
V o l . 4 . Irish Law to 1956.
Vol. 5. Scottish Law to 1956; Together with a List of Roman Law
Books in the English Language.
Vol. 6. A u s t r a l i a , N e w Z e a l a n d , a n d T h e i r D e p e n d e n c i e s ; from
Earliest Times to June, 1958.
Yol. 7. The British Commonwealth Excluding the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand,,Canada, tndia. and Pakistan.
An eighth volume covering India and Pakistan, listed as in preparation in 1964, has never been published. In addition to these volumes,
two other publications by Sweet & Maxwell cover law reports for various parts of the British Commonweakh. Sweet €l Maxwell's Guide to
Law Reports and Statutes(4th ed.; London: Sweer & Maxwell, 1962)
covers GREAT BRITAIN and the UNITED KINGDOM, bur does nor
include the other British Commonwealth countries. W. Harold Maxwell and C. R. Brown's CompleteList of British and Colonial Lau Reports
and Legal Periotlicak(3d ed.; London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1937) and its
1946 supplement, within the obvious limitation of publicarion dares,
cover the BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
countries, including INDIA. Miles O. Price, Harry Bitner, and Shirley Raissi Bysiewicz' Effectrue Legal Research(4th ed.; Boston: Little, Brown., 1979) contains a
short, but comprehensive, discussion of the law reports of the UNITED KINGDOM and CANADA. [t also covers AUSTRALIA. NEW
ZEALAND, and SOUTH AFRICA.
Souncns FoR CrvrL-LAw CoUNTRIES
When investigating the court report citation practices of the various
civil-law countries, it was found that although there are several guides
to abbreviation practices, there are no general guides to citation practice. One has to turn to treatises on various systems of law or to rely
on authoritative bibliographies on the legal systems of the countries
involved.
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Wesrrnu Eunopn

Szladits' Guide to Foreign Legal Materiak: French, German, Szlzss(Dobbs
Ferry, N.Y.: Published for the Parker School of Foreign and Comparative Law by Oceana Publications, 1959). The court reports of ITALY are discussed in Angelo Grisoli's Guide to Foreign Legal Materials:
Italian (Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.: Published for the Parker School of Foreign
and Comparative Law by Oceana Publications, 1965). For BELGIUM,
see Paul Graulich and
LUXEMBOURG, and the NETHERLANDS

the court reports of GERMANY, AUSTRIA, FRANCE, SPAIN,
SWITZERLAND, and PORTUGAL. Another German work, Helmut
Coing's Handbuch der Quellen und Literatur der neueren Europaischen Pri-

and Jen Sdndergaard's ScandinauianLegal
Stig tuul, Ak. Mul-ttrom,
nibiliogra4ht (Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, l96l).
EASTERNEunopr
The countries of Eastern Europe fall into the socialist tradition of
law, which produces legal materials similar to those of the civil-law
countries. However, published collections of court reports are few.
There is a series of publications that, although somewhat dated, covers
court reports. These studies done by the Mid-European Law Project
of the Library of Congress were published for the Free Europe Committee by Praeger (New York). The countries and titles included are:

BALTIC STATES:
BULGARIA:
CZECHOSLOVAKIA:
HUNGARY;

Legal Sources and Bibliography of the Balttc
States (Estonia, Lataia, Lithuania) by Johannes Klesment and others (1963)
Legal Sourcesand BibliograPhy t Bulgaria by
Ivan Sipkov (1956)

of CzechosLoaa'
and Bibliogra'phy
LegalSources
hiaby Alois Bohmer and others (1959)
and,Bibliographyof Hungary by
Legal Sources

Sources
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POLAND:
ROMANIA:
YUGOSLAVIA:

Alexander Kalnoki Bedo and George
Torzsay-Biber (1959)
Legal Sources and Bibliography of Poland by
Peter Siekanowicz(1964)
Legal Sourcesand Bibliography of Romania by
Virgiliu Stoicoiu (1964)
Legal Sources and Bibliography of Yugoslauia
by Fran Gjupanovich and Alexander
Adamovitch (1964)

For RUSSIA, one may rurn ro William E. Butler's Rtusian and Soaiet
Law; An Annotated Ca,talogue of Referenrc Works, Legtslation, Court Reports, Se.rials,and Monographs on Russian and Souiet Law (includ,ing InternationalLaw) (Zug, Switzerland: Inter Documentation Co., l976).
LRrrN AnrERrce
As with the Easrern Furopean countries, rhere is a series of publications that, although quite dated, covers the area fairly well. The ,,Latin
American_Series," published by the Library of Congress (Washington,
D.C.).includes:

ARGENTINA:

Guide to the Law and Legal Literature of
Argentina, Brazil and Chile by Edwin
M. Borchard (1917) and its successor
A Guide to the Law and Legal Literature
of Argentina, 1917-1945 by Helen L.
Clagett (1948)
BRAZIL:
Guide to the Law and Legal Literature of
Argentina, Brazil and Chile by Edwin
M. Borchard (1917). No update has
been done.
BOLIVIA:
A Guide to the Lau and Legal Literature
of Botiuia by Helen L. Cla[ett (1947)
CHILE:
Guide to the Law and Legal Literature of
Argentina, Brazil and Chile by Edwin
M. Borchard (1917) and its successor
A Guide to the La.w and Legal Literature
of Chile, 1917-1946 by Helen L.
Clagett (1947)
COLOMBIA:
A Guide to the Law and Legal Literature
of Colombiaby Richard C. Backus and
PhanorJ. Eder (1943)
CUBA:
A Guide to the Law and Legal Literahne
of Cuba, the Dominican Republic and
Haiti by Crawford M. Bishop and
Anyda Marchant (1944)
DOMTNICAN REPUBLIC: A Guide to the Law and Legal Literature
of Cuba, the Dominican Republic and
Haiti by Crawford M. Bishop and
Anyda Marchant (1944)
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ECUADOR:
HAITI:

MEXICO:

PARAGUAY:

A Guide to the Law and Legal Literature
of Ecuador by Helen L. Clagett (1947)
A Guide to the Law and Legal Literature
of Cuba,, the Dominican Republic and
Haiti by Crawford M. Bishop and
Anyda Marchant (1944)
A Reursed Guide to the Law U Legal
Literature of Mexico by Helen L.
Clagett and David M. Valderrama
(1973) and A Guide to the Law and Legnl Literature of the Mexican States by
Helen L. Clagett (1947)
A Guide to the Lau and Legal Literature
of Paragual by Helen L. Clagett

(r947\

PERU:
URUGUAY:
VENEZUELA:

Law U Legal Literature of Peru; a Reuised Guide by David M. Valderrama
( 1976)
A Guide to the Law and Legal Literature
of Uruguay by Helen L. Clagett (1947)
A Gu.ide to the Law and Legal Literature
o f V e n e z u e L ab y H e l e n L . C l a g e t t

(ts47)
As has been noted, most of' these guides are out of date. They do,
however, give useful information about the legal literature of the
countries for the dates covered. lt is a hopeful sign that two, Mexico
and Peru, have recently been revised. A more recent publication,
although it is useful to identify the court reports of a given country,
lists the works by the court concerned, not citation title. It is Richard
Rank's Criminal Justtce S1s/emsot''the Latin-American l{ations: A BibliograFhy of the Primary and SecondaryLiteratura (South Hackensack, N.J.,
Rothman, 1974).
AFRICA
African countries that are fbrmer British possessionsare covered in
the section dealing with Great Britain and its possessions.For the
other African nations the compiler has not been able to identify any
works that list court reports in citation form. In these casesit might be
best to trlrn to authoritative treatises on the iurisdiction involved and
follow the author's practice.
ASIA
As with Africa, former British possessionsin Asia are covered in the
section dealing with Great Britain and its possessions.For other jurisdictions there are few tools available. For a discussion of the court reports of JAPAN, consult Yosiyuki Noda's Introduction to JapaneseLaw,
translated and edited by Anthony H. Angelo (Tokyo: University of
Tokyo Press, 1976) or The Japanese Legal System;Introductory Casesand
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Materzals,edited by Hideo Tanaka (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press,
1976). For CHINA, there are very few published primary legal materials, and bibliographies consulted do not seem to indicate any collections o{' court reports.
There are two general works covering the legal materials of the
world that may be consulted if there are no other sources available.
The International Encyclopedtaof ComparatiueLaw, under the auspices <lf
the International Asiociation of-Legal Science (New York: Oceana, in
progress) has issued its first volume, "National Reports," which contains short, signed reports on the leeal systemsof each country of the
world. Some of the summaries mention the court reports issued within
the countries, others do not. There is also the International Association of Legal Science's Catalogue des sourcesde documentutionjuridique
rlans le monde-A Register o{' Legal Documentationin the World (2d ed.,
rev. and enl.; Paris: Unesco, 1957). This publication lists the main
sources of legal documentation for most countries. This list can no
longer be regarded as comprehensive; most citations for court reports
are to the current materials and many earlier materials are not included.
One work should be mentioned because,although it does an admirable job of listing legal source materials, it does not reflect the citation
practices of the countries. lt is the Association of American Law
School's Latu BoohsRecommended
fttr Librarizs (South Hackensack, NJ.'
R o t h m a n . 1 9 6 7 - ) . T h i s l o o s e - l e a lp u b l i c a t i o n c o n t a i n s m a n y s e c t i o n s
of foreign law but, since it is based on library holdings and reproduces
catalog card copy, its entries reflect past cataloging practices under
pre-AACR2 rules. (For the purposes of interpreting this rule, one
must be leery of all bibliographies based on library holdings.)

CoucrusroN
Although no attempt has been made to determine the citation practice for each country listed above, cursory examination proved the
British and Australian catalogers to be correct. Most law reports are
cited under the reporter or the title. Thus the preference fbr this type
of entry is warranted. However, the same examination showed that
most court reports are now cited by title, particularly outside of the
common-law countries. Since AACR2 rule 2l.36,4l says,in eff'ect, that
a cataloger should enter court reports with a named reporter under
reporter (if that is the citation practice of the country involved), and
under court if citation under reporter is not the practice, the entry fbr
the court reports of most countries will be under the court (the American preference). (One wonders why the rule does not send the cataloger back to the distinction based on the authority of the work when
citation practice does not dictate entry under reporter. This alternative would result in entering at least some of the court reports under
title or accepted citation practice.)
The works listed above should provide the answers needed to cataIog many of the court reports acquired by American libraries. In addition, it should be noted that these same source materials provide the
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information needed to determine some of the uniform titles prescribed by Chapter 25 of AACR2 and thus are of value to the cataloger for cataloging works other than court reports.
REFERENCES
Angla-Amencan Cataloging Rzlzs, North American Text, gen. ed.: C. Sumner Spalding (Chicago: American Library Assn., 1967), p.59.
2 . Aiglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2d ed., ed. by Michael Gorman and Paul W. Winkler (Chicago: American Library Assn., 1978), p.336-37.
3 - "Memorandum
to the Library Association Cataloguing Rules Committee on the Revision of the AACR, 1967," Lau Librarian 5:9-13 (April-July 1974), p.9.
4. Ibid., p.12.
5 . "summary of Discussion on Rule Changes at the 1977 Meeting of the Cataloging and
Classification Committee, June 27, 1977," documents held in the archives of the
American Association of Law Libraries Cataloging and Classification Committee.
Many of the citations to authoritative sources for the countries discussed have been
garnered from the following sources: Ren€ David and John C. Brierley, Major Legal
System;in the World Today: An Introd.uction to the Comparatiue Studl of Lau, 2d ed. (London: Stevens & Sons, 1978) and Morris L. Cohen, ed., Hou to Find the Law, Tth erl'
(St Paul: West Pub., 1976).
For a brief discussion of the differences between the civil-law and common-law systems, see Cohen, How to Find the Law, p.391-94.
Rudolf B. Schlesinger, ComparatiueLaw: Cases,Text, Materials,4th ed. (Mineola, N.Y :
Foundation Pr., 1980),p.426.
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A Comporisonof LibrqryTools
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Elizabeth H. Groot is manager, Technical Information services, schenectady chemicars,
fthlng^ctady, New York. For assistancewith this project the author wisires to thank
,t11,,
william saffady and other members of his 1978 summer seminar ar the School of Library and Information Science,-State University of New york at Albany. Manuscript re_
ceived December 1978; accepted for publication December lg7g.
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the tools. A method of cost analysis has been devised to assist librarians in determining which of these tools will best fit their needs'
LnnnetunE

REvrEw

The relative effectiveness of library tools for verification is a gen.ru1iy- rreglected topic. In March lg64 Lazorick and Minder studied
the icquiiitions process ar Pennsylvania. State University as it. applied
to books other than out-of-print or foreign items'r On the basis of two
,-utt tu-ples of monographs (twenty-five English-language titles on
rfipl and fifty oid.i fot-s chosen rand-omly). they concluded
".J.,
that searching sequences using five library -tools could be ,found for
..least rime
i"d for "mos*t success" and that tltese could be com"#d"
optimum search sequence for verification of monoan
bined to give
graphs.
Fristoe at the University of North Carolina Library also undertook
"to the
to find a least-cost searching sequence, in order not to search
order
100
of
sample
selected
randomly
from"a
Working
bitter end."2
cards for current Arierican imprints. he obtained a search sequence
He
that cost only one-fourrh as much as the least effective search.
Announceweehly
Publishers
weekly,
Pubtishers
studied BPR,' cBI, NUC,
ments,and LC proof sliPs.
Ayres of th'e University of Bradford- in England .carried out a
t*elie-mo.rth survey ro ass€ssthe microfiche tool Boohsin.Englesh.3Usosen ltems (books and PamPhlets),
li.shhad the highest successrate (55

li:'Tfi:l['*:ib:*.*:fflfl;n'i

ny of the nine tools, which AYrel
groups: Boohs in E-ngluh; British
seven
following
grouped
the
into
'iotlohot
Bibliography; British"Books in Prinf; CBI; NUC; BIP and ForthcotmingBoohs;Eoohs'of the Month and WhitahersCumulatiueBooh Llst.
Hei,itt, in-his gerieral discussion of OCLC, included a sh.rt section
exo' its use in u.{.,iritiotrr work.a He noted the value of OCLC's
LC
or
combination,
tended search capability using title, title/author
the
Of
entry.
main
author
.uid ,-r,r^b.r, as well asby the"conventional
f o r t v - s e v e n l i b r a r i e s h e ' s u r v e y e d ' o n l y h a l f w e r e r o u - t i n - e l yu s i n g
OCiC for verification. Their preorder find rate averaged 7l percent'
Hewitt concluded that acquisitions librarians. should make much more
use of this valuable tool'for verification, since processing and staff
times
-in. for book orders decreased when OCLC was used'
most pertinent article found was the Leport of a study by Reid
of the Louisiana State University Library at Btton Rogg-e, 9qTp3-ll^g
and'four printed tools: -BP.R,CBI, NUC,
the effecriveness of ocl-c
fi1e.5
She calculated a time-effectiveness ratio
in. LC depository
""a dividins the^average search time per title (in minutes) b-y -the perbv
con.J.,,ug. (aitually the decimal fraction) verified with each tool. She
studied
tools
five
the
of
productive
cluded that OCLC was the most
Reid did
and that BPR was a more effectivi tool than CBI' However'
not concern herself with cost analysrs.

Comparison
of Library Took I l5l
MnTHoooToGY oF THE PRESENTSTUDY

quisitions work.

The verification tools to be studied were selected with these three

verifications to be accomplished without having to look up the complete catalog card on anorher fiche. The faci that the indexes are
cumulated for several years makes this tool handier than NUC for recent material.
General rules were devised for searching the verification tools,
although each searcher was permitted to kee-p records in his or her
own manner, ar least during the early srages of the project. The
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three time periods.

Cosr ANnYsrs

calculatedas follows:
x (laborcos/minute)
(numberof items)x (minutes/item)
For example, if 10,000monographs are to be verified in a year' if the
averagerime to verify an item is two minutes, and if labor costssix
J"irui per hour (i.e.,ten centsper minute),then the labor costis:
10,000x 2 x $0.10= $2,000

verifications,as follows:
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cosxt

52900/yr.
to own & maintain

2000

Tool-

I

cost: s50o/yr.
to

o\rn

& maintain

00
Verifications

per

year

Fisure I
Graphical Representaiionof Break_Evenpoint
$ 5 0 0 + ( N x 4 x $ 0 . 1 0 )= $ 2 , 9 0 0+ ( N x I x $ 0 . 1 0 )
S,olving this equation
g,000 between
for N gives a break-even poinr of
these two hypothetical tools. If more than g,000 verifications are to be
done in a.year, the tool costin-g $2,900 per year will save money in this
hypothetical case because of thle lower labor cosrs ro use it.
Rnsurrs oF THE Sruny
Six bibliographic tools used for verification of monographs were
studied from the standpoint of their coverage, currency, and costs.
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The tools were rhe OCLC online data base, the Micrographic Catalog
Retrieual System,National Union Catalog, C.umulatiueBook Index, Books in
Print, and American Booh Publishing Record.
CovERRcn

Percent

IO
9 1. 5
96.4

0

95.8

c,o

4.4

6

"'l
?1

A

0

0

0

OCLC

NUC
+
CBI

NUC
++
BIP

NUC

MCRS

NUC

BIP

CBT

BPR

BPR

Figure 2
percentSuccess
in Verifying Monografhs (RawScores;No AdjustmentsMade for
Lack of ForeignImprints)
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93 percent retrieval, while the other three printed tools had lower
percentages: BPR, 73.9 percent; CBI,8l.7 percent; and BIp, 83.6 percent. However, the combinations of NUC with the others gave rhese
interesting results:
NUC + CBI-96.4 percenr
NUC + BIP-95.8 percenr
NUC + BPR-95.0 percenr
Thus, a searcher starting the verifications with NUC should be able to
find an additional 2 to 3.4 percent by continuing with any of the other
three printed tools.
By this process it can be determined whether or not the addition of

the total retrieved to 99.4 percent, using BIp, OCLC, and MCftS.
Searching "to the bitter end," using all sif tools, did not increase rhe
total; that last 0.6 percent could not be found in any of the verification tools.
TABLE I
Prn.cgxr-lr;ron Trrlts VERTTtED
wrrH Drl'FtRt:xrRrrenEx<;rTctols

Tool

NUC
BPR
CBI
BIP
OCLC
MCRS
NUC, BPR
NUC,CBI
NUC,BIP
NUC, OCLC
NUC,TVfCRS
BPR,CBI
BPR,BIP
BPR,OCLC
BPR,MCRS
CBI,BIP
CBI,OCLC
CBI,MCRS
BIP,OCLC
BIP,MCRS
OCLC,MCRS
NUC,BPR,CBI
NUC,BPR,BIP

Imprint
Year
Alone

53.3
56.9
40.8
70.0
70.8
57.2
65.6
60.3
79.2
83.3
63-9
63.6
7 7. 5
/ 5.fJ

6 8 .l
76.9
75.3
63.9
83.3
80.8
71.7
69.2
81.7

Imprint
Year Plus
Following
Year

88.9
73.6
77.5
80.8
92.5
90.6
92.5
93.6
94.7
95.6
93.9
85.3
86.l
95.0
93.6
88.9
95.8
93.6
95.6
95.3
95.3
94.2
95.0

lmprint
Year Plus All
Succeeding
Years

93.0
73.9
81.7
83.6
97.5
94.4
95.0
96.4
95.u
98.6
96.7
6t.5

87.7
98.6
9 6 .I
90.3
98.9
s6.7
98.6
97.5
98.3
96.7
96.1
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TABLE

Tool

NLIC,BPR,OCLC
NUC.BPR.MCRS
NUC,CBI,BIP
NUC,CBI,OCLC
NL]C.CBI,MCRS
NUC,BIP,OCLC
NUC.BIP,MCRS
NUC,OCLC,MCRS
BPR,CBI,BIP
BPR,CBT,OCLC
BPR,CBI,MCRS
BPR,BIP,OCLC
BPR,BIP,MCRS
BPR,OCLC,MCRS
CBI,BIP,OCLC
CBI.BIP,MCRS
CBl,OCLC,MCRS
BIP,OCLC,MCRS
NUC,BPR,CBI,BIP
NUC,BPR,CBl,OCLC
NUC,BPR,CBI,MCRS
NUC,BPR,BIP,OCLC
NI.]C,BPR,BIP,MCRS
NUC,BPR,OCLC,MCRS
N(]C,CBI,BIP,OCLC
NUC.CBI,BIP,MCRS
NTJC,CBI,OCLC,MCRS
NUC,BIP,OCLC,MCRS
BPR,CBI,BIP,OCLC]
BPR,CBI,BIP,MCRS
BPR,CBI,OCLC,MCRS
BPR,BIP,OCLC,MCRS
CBI,BIP,OCLC,MCRS
NUC,BPR,CBI,BIP,OCLC
NUC,BPR,CBI,BIP,MCRS
N UC,BPR,CBl,OCLC,MCRS
N LlC,BPR,BIP,OCLC,MCRS
N LIC,CBI,BIP,OCLC,MCRS
BPR,CBI,BI P,OCLC,MCRS
N IJC,BPR,CBI,B I P,OCLC,MCRS
NOT FOUND

I (cont.)
Imprtnt
Year
Alone

77.2
70.3
uI . 9
77.8
68.6
85.0
82.2
tl.5

80.0
7 8 .l
70.i1
84.4
82.5
tl.3

85.0
82.8
77.8
85.0
83.3
79.2
72.8
85.6
83.6
78.3
86.4
84.2
79.4
85.8
85.8
83.6
79.2
85.3
8 6 .I
86.7
84.7
80.0
85.8
86.9
86.4
86.9
13.I

Imprint
Year PIus
Following
Year

Imprint
Year Plus All
Succeeding
Years

96.I
94.7
95.8
96.9
95.3
97.5
96.7
95.8
90.3
95.8
94.4
96.4
95.8
9 6 .I
96.7
95.8
96.7
96.9
95.8
96.9
95.3
97.5
96.7
96.4
97.8
96.9
96.9
97.5
96.7
9 6 .t
96.7
97.2

98.6
97.2
97.2
98.9
9 8 .l
99.2
98.3
98.6
9t.4
98.9
97.2
99.2
97.5
98.9
99.2
97.8
99.2
99.4
97.2
98.9
9 8 .l
99.2
98.3
9U.9.
99.2
98.6
99.2
95.4
99.2
97.8
99.2
99.4
99.4
99.2
98.6
99.2
99.4
99.4
99.4
99.4
0.6

9 t.5

97.8
96.9
96.9
97.5
97.8
97.5
97.8
2.2
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TABLE 2
Prr,crNr Covrnecr By SuBtEcr. Ar_l yeens
OCLC
Literature
History
Art
Psychology
Economics
Chemistry
Biology
Environmental
Science
Computer
Science
All Subjects

NUC

BIP

100.0
100.0
97.5
97.5
100.0
92.5
100.0

100.0
100.0
97.5
97.5
97.5
80.0

97.5
100.0
92.5
90.0
97.5

92.5
90.0
82.5
97.5
80.0

r00.0

100.0

97.5

90.0

92.5
97.5

d /.5

94.4

BPR

95.0

95.0
85.0
65.0
90.0
82.5
72.5
92.5

85.0
82.5
65.0
72.5
77.5
62.5
85.0

90.0

I 5.tt

82.5

77.5

82.5
93.0

72.5

70.0
81.7

57.5
73.9

d /.5

b /.5

u3.6

CuRnENcy

- The com.puter analysis clearly showed that the inexpensive Booksin
Print gavejust as good results for the imprint year as-OCLC (70 percent verified).

NUC + BIP-79.2 percenr
BPR + BIP-77.5 percenr
lt was interesting ro nore that l3.l percent of the sample could not
be verified in any of the six tools during the imprint year. The lesson
to be learned would seem to be: Search in no more than three took during
the imprint year. Otherwise you are probably wasting time and money
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and you probably will not find what you seek.
Imprint'Year Pius Following Year. For the imprint y^ear,andthe following year, OCLC retrieved the highest percentage (92.5 peT:.lt)' This
raie'is only 5 percent less than the total fbund through OCLC over
the longer time period of three to four years'
OCLC was closely followed by MCRS at 90.6 percent and- NUC at
88.9 percent. There was a clear gap between these three tools, which
are bised on the MARC data base, and the other tools under study'
The next highest retrieval rate was 80.8 percent for BIP'
However,"several combinations of printed tools gave retrievals equal
to, or slightly exceeding, that of OCLC.
NUC + BIP-94.7 percent
NUC + CBI-93.6 percent
NUC + BPR-92.5 percent
Im,print Year Plus All YearsAfter. Only a small increase in the percentages retrieved was found when searching was extended past the impr'i.rt yea. plus the following year. For each tool the percentage- rn0.3 percent for BPR to 5'0 percent for OCLC
ireased slightly-from

ISSUCS.

TABLE 3
ttr Ttrt.rs V[-RlFlt.D
PURcENTA(;E
tN EAcH ()[ THREETItn'lt Pr.ntclos
MCRS

Time Period

Imprint yr.
+ Next yr.
2 yr. total
+ All after
Grand total

70.t|
+ 21.7
92.5
+ 5.0
97.5

Sprro oF SEARCHING

Tool

ocLC
MCRS
BPR
CBI
BIP
NUC

Minutes Per llem

l.l5
1.31
2.IO
2.17
2.25
2.94

57.2
+ 33.4
90.ti
+ 3.8
94.4

NUC

53.3
+ 35.6
88.9
+ 4.1
93.0

BIP

70.0
+ 10.8
80.8
+ 2.8
83.6

CBI

40.u
+36.7

56.9
+ 16.7

ll.5

/J.o

+ 4.2
81.7

+ 0.3
73.9
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The NUC, perhaps because of its sheer bulk, takes the longesr time
to use. Both the online service and the microfiche service were faster
than any of the printed tools, However, rhe rate for OCLC varies, depending upon the time of day. Speeds of one minute per item could
be achieved at night, while daytime speeds were nearer 1.5 minures
per ltem.
Cosr ANelysrs
To attempt a simple cost analysis let us assume that the labor cost is
twelve dollars per hour, including overhead. Then each minute of
labor costs twenty cents and the costs per item searched can be calculated by multiplying the time in minutes by the cost per minute. However, the percent verified in each tool should be taken into account. If
a tool were very cheap to use, but permitted verification of only 20
percent of the items, it would not be a good choice no matter how inexpensive. So the figures calculated for cost per item searched must be
divided by the fraction verified to arrive at a cost per item found.
Table 4 summarizes the calculations.
TABLE 4
VEnrlrtl
CRLt;uler-to LABORCos-r/Irr:ptA<;r-uRr-r-y
Tool

Min./Item

x

(iostiMin.

:

(iost/Item
Searched

OCLC
MCRS
BPR
CBI
BIP
NUC

l l5

r.3l
2.t0
2.t7
2.2b
2.94

$ .20
.20
.20
.20
.20
.20

$ .230
.262
.420
.434
.450
.588

+

Fraction
Verified

.975
.944
.739
. 8l 7

.u36
.930

:

Cost/Itenr
Found

$ .236
.277
.56u
.531
.538
.632

When the cost of owning and maintaining each tool is known, total
costs of using each tool can be calculated. More importantly, the same
figures can be used to calculate the break-even point, or the point at
which the cost of using one tool becomes equal to the cost of using
another, expressed as a number of verifications per year. It is apparent that one tool will be cheaper than another until the higher labor
costs for using it offset its lower cost.
For example, the 1978 costs for BPR total $66.00 ($21.00 for the
subscription plus $45.00 for the annual cumulation). For BIP the supplement for 1977178cost $45.00 and the 1978/79 volume cost
$92.50, making a total of $137.50. The yearly costs for a certain number of verifications (e.g., 5,000 per year) can be calculated by adding
the cost of owning the tool and the cost of using it.
aPft: $66.00 + (5,000 x $0.568): $2,906.00
B I P : $ t 3 7 . 5 0 + ( 5 , 0 0 0x $ 0 . 5 3 8 ): $ 2 , 8 2 7 . 5 0
To determine the number of verifications at which the break-even
point will occur, let N represent the number of verifications per year
when the cost of using one tool equals the cost of using the other.
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$ 6 6 . 0 0+ ( N x $ 0 . 5 6 8 ) = $ 1 3 7 . 5 0+ ( N x $ 0 . 5 3 8 )
6 6 . 0 0 + 0 . 5 6 8N : 1 3 7 . 5 0+ 0 . 5 3 8 N
0 . 5 6 8 N - 0 . 5 3 8 N : 1 3 7 . 5 0- 6 6 . 0 0
0 . 0 3N : 7 r . 5 0
N = 2,383.
BPR costs less initially, but costs more for each use than BIP. When
the number of verifications reaches 2,383, the costs are exactly the
same (break-even point), after which it becomes cheaper overall to use
B.IP. Thus, if hard choices are necessary, a library can determine
whether it should buy BPR or BIP if it cannot afford both.
Such calculations can be made for each of the tools, and can prove
informative for the library director. A library that has very many
verifications to make per year would like to know whether or not such
services as OCLC and MCRS are more cost-effective than the conventional printed tools.
In calculating the costs of the tools, factors that should be taken into
account are the following:
L CBI is sold on a "service basis," in proportion to fhe library's
average annual fund for English-language books.
2. NIJC is sold in separate parts, so that each library may purchase
only those parts it needs.
is sold in separate
3. MCRS (now called Bibliographic Control Systems)

plus annual maintenance costs. In addition, an institution that
owns any OCLC terminals is required to join a network to which
it must pay considerable monthly fees. Finally, there must be
considered the "connect charges" for communications, to be paid
for each hour or fraction thereof that each terminal is in use.

CoNcrusroNs
Six reference tools used for verification of monographs before acquisition were compared for ease of use, coverage, and currency of
information. A computer analysis helped determine the degree of
overlap among the tools. A method of cost analysis was developed to
aid acquisitions librarians determine which reference tools would be
cost-effective in their situations.
In this test the OCLC service gave the quickest results and, over a
period of time, had the highest retrieval rate. However, during the
imprint year of the monographs, only 70 percent could be found
through OCLC; likewise 70 percent could be found in BIP' All of the
other tools were much less current. By the end of the second year,
nearly all of the monographs that would eventually be covered by any
tool had been included; thus, searching beyond the second year will
become quite expensive since little more will be found.

Comqarison
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Relatively poor showings were made by the three reference rools not
.
based on the MARC records. cBI did not oermit retrieval of foreign
imprints and both BPR and BIp are heavify oriented rowards American publishers.

The .vuc was cumbersome to shelve and to use. Its retrieval rate
after the^imprint year, however, was only slightly less than the rates
tor ocLC and MCRS. These two newer sbrviJesoffer all of the mate-

search alone would yield many items.
In summary, two automated tools used for verification of monograph.s proved superior to four traditional tools for currency and retrieval rates, but may be more expensive to install and use. A library
considering the selection of reference tools for verification should
make a. cost analysis to determine the break-even point between
alternative tools and should avoid purchasing tools that essentially
duplicate one another.
fh. cost anilysis shorird permit a library ro
purchase only the tools that are most cost-effective.'
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An Evqluqtion of qn Oregon

SchoolDistrict'sCentrqlized
Ordering ond ProcessingSysfem
leslie Hendricksonqnd Morie Celesire
This eualuation of a medium-sizedschool dislrict's centralized ordering and
processings)stem uas undertahen to inaestigate complaints aboul time lags in
the operation of the s2stem.Data uere eollectedthrough interuieus, questrcnnaires, and. a random sample search of ordering and processingrecord,s.The
authors discouereda pattern of time lags al each stage of the operation. There
are indications thesedelays are no longer than those in the earlier decentralized system.

TI

Hr ust oF centralized processing systems for school libraries grew
very rapidly during the late 1950s and 1960s, and especially between
1966 and 1970 when many centralized processing centers were established with federal support.r Despite the extensive growth, there are
relatively few detailed case studies of the operations of such systems.
The first and only really detailed study of a school centralized processing center was done by Wiese and Whitehorn.2 They studied five
years of operation, 1956-6 l, in the Baltimore City schools.The literature on centralized processing systems more typically contains the results of mailed surveys from selected samples of school districts.3
The Eugene public_*!rg"I,in
Eugenei Oregon, began.a centralized
processing system in 1974. This article describes the results of an evaluation of that system conducted by the district's evaluation department in 1976. The evaluation was prompted by complaints from
numerous school personnel about time Iags in receiving books, loss of
control of ordering and processing at the school level, and processing
errors.
This case study of centralized processing systems is illuminating for
three reasons: (1) it exemplifies Aceto's findings in 1964 about the lack
of planning and cost analysis and the "slim amount of empirical evidence" used to establish the program;4 (2) it systematically links comLeslie Hendrickson is an evaluation specialist with the Research, Development, and Evaluation Department, School District, Eugene, Oregon Marie Celestre, the librarian participating in this project, is at present a staff member of the Special Services Division,
Washington State Library, Olympia. Manuscript submitted August 1979; accepted for
publication September 1979.
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plaints about time lags in the system's operation to actual data on the
time lags; and (3) the context in which the program operates is described so that readers can see the pressures and administrative styles
affecting its operation. This evaluation shows the wide range of procedural difficulties encountered in analyzing institutional acguisition
systems.

Hrsronv
The centralized system under evaluation had been established in
1974 as part of a district-wide reorganization plan of a new superintendent. In 1975, the Eugene public schools had approximately twenty
thousand students, eleven hundred teachers, and forty-five schools.
The new system took staff from schools and centralized them in a
single department in the administrative headquarters. This department was called Media Services and placed under the jurisdiction of
t h e a s s i s t a n ts u p e r i n t e n d e n t o f b u s i n e s s s e r v i c e s .T h e d e p a r t m e n t
head, called the coordinator of media services, had previously been in
charge of the smaller ordering and processing department handling
elementary and junior high school library books.
Centralized ordering and processing of library material began in
the elementary schools about twenty-five years ago, and in 1965 was
expanded to include the junior high schools. In 1974 the decision was
made to further expand this program to include senior high library
materials, senior high bindery, junior and senior high audiovisual
materials, and textbooks for all grade levels.
The expansion of the centralized ordering and processing system
was undertaken for two reasons according to the superintendent and
the assistantsuperintendent for business services.It was thought that
centralized ordering and processing would be cheaper and more
efficient and would free school librarians for readers' services.
In January 1974, the superintendent asked the coordinator of
media services to write a proposed two-year budget for a centralized
ordering and processing system to cover all library materials and textbooks as well as staff. The first budget she prepared totaled $99,500.
The superintendent and his staff considered this too high, since one
of the advantages of the centralization should be reduced cost. The
revised estimate was $78,000. Most of this decreasewas in the amount
requested for staff.
According to the superintendent, no cost estimates had been made
of the amount the decentralized system had cost the district. The superintendent and some members of his staff reviewed school personnel figures, but no other steps were taken to estimate the cost of the
decentralized system.
While many other school districts in Oregon order and process library books centrally, only the Portland school district has had a centralized system for processing textbooks for the kindergarten through
eighth grade. However, Portland has never centrally processed textbooks for secondary schools. Therefore, data were not available from
similar systemsfor comparison.
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Crerus AND CoUNTERcLAIMS
ABOUT THE NEW SYSTEU
In her six-month review, the coordinator of media services said that
a centralized processing system had the following advantages: (l) it relieved the school library staff of clerical work and freed them to extend and refine their services to the faculty and students. It also
allowed the librarian to develop and teach library skill programs,
thereby substantiating and reemphasizing the need for professional,
certified library personnel; (2) the cataloging done by professional catalogers was of better quality; (3) centralized processing offered district-wide uniformity and contributed to facility and economy in production; (4) cost analyses indicated that it was economically sound to
avoid, whenever possible, the duplication of effort apparent when
each school provided its own technical services; (5) some savings to a
district resulted through a reduction in the need for multiple purchasesof many supply and equipment items. For example, a processing
center can lease automated equipment to speed up processing.
Those school personnel who had complaints about the expanded
centralized system claimed the level of service they were able to provide for students and staff had decreased since the expansion of centralized ordering and processing. They claimed that the expansion of
the centralized system had the following disadvantages:(l) the lag between the time a school ordered a book and the time it was ready for
use by students and teachers increased substantially; (2) there was a
loss of control of ordering and processing procedures at the school
level; (3) the quality of cataloging and processing was inferior to that
done by the individual school; and (4) centralized processing had not
resulted in a savings of either money or staff time.
Evaluators were thus faced with contrary claims.
METHoDoLocY oF THE EvALUATIoN
The evaluation team consisted of a professional researcher from the
Research, Development, and Evaluation Department of the school district and a librarian from another state hired for the project. Additional temporary staff was hired for selecting and coding the random
sample data.
Three data sources were used to evaluate the competing claims: (l)
a 5 percent random sample was taken from the order cards in the
Media Services Department; (2) questionnaires were sent to all district
schools; (3) forty-three interviews with school district employees and
book distributors were conducted. These interviews included school
in other Oregon school districts.
personnel
A problem encountered in t(ris study was the limited amount of
verifiable data. With the exception of Media Services' permanent
order files and work-load statistics, no operating records were available, and many of the complaints were not open to verification.
Since no cost analyses or staffing studies were done prior to the expansion of centralized ordering/processing, it was not possible to make
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detailed comparisons between the costs and performance of the new
centralized system versus the costs and performance of the old system.
It was possible to establish the amount of time book orders spent at
each stage of the ordering and processing system, but because Media
Services staff only began keeping these records after its expansion and
many schools maintained no dated records of their processing time, it
was not possible to make any accurate comparison between past and
present performance.
When looking at the history of the expansion of centralized ordering/processing, the evaluators were hampered by conflicting information and lack of documentation. The only documents thar exist relating to this period are the budget proposals prepared by the coordinator of media services. No record at all exists of the decision-making
process that created the new system of centralized ordering/processing. It did not appear on the agenda of any administrative staff meetings. The superintendent, when interviewed, said that he thought his
decision was made as part of the budget committee's deliberations.
The lack of records made this claim unverifiable.
Trun Lec rN REcErvrNG BooKs
The amount of time between the date a school sent an order to
Media Services and the date of receipt of the material was identified
as the most serious complaint about the centralized ordering/processi n g s y s t e m d u r i n g i n t e r v i e w s a n d i n r e s p o n s e st o q u e s l i o n n a i r e s .
Thirty-three schools, including all four of the senior high schools-or
79 percent of the schools responding to rhe questionnaire-answered
that the length of time for receipt of material had increased. The time
lag was considered to be a major problem by eleven of the fourreen
school staff members interviewed. It is reasonable to infer that comments made by the staff interviewed were reflective of the views of
many other school staff.
With exceptions, time lags in the ordering of books are not sysrematically reported in the professional literature.s To measure the time
lags in the Media Services system, a 5 percent random sample was
taken from the permanent order files, which contain an estimated
thirty-six thousand cards. The sample of 430 textbook cards and 1,389
cards for library materials provided information on the amount of
time elapsed at each stage of the ordering and processing system.
Four transaction dates are supposed to be placed on each card: the
date Media Services received the order from the school; the date
Media Services sent the order to the vendor; the date the book was
received; and the date the book was senr to the school. For each item
in the random sample, the number of calendar days that had elapsed
between each date was recorded, as were the school type (elementary,
junior or senior high) and the book type (library or textbook).
Table I shows the results of the record search for textbook ordering and processing. Table 2 shows the results for library books. Both
tables present the average number of days elapsed for each school
level and the four time periods studied. These tables show the num-
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ber and percent of books received by the number of days elapsed by
school type and book type.
These'time groupings compare the length of time it took Media
Services to handle the 6ook orders with the length of time it took the
vendors to handle the book orders. Because of the large number of
missing dates, comparisons were computed entirely on the basis of
available data.
Time 2 reflects not only the time taken by the vendor to fill an
order but also the mail and shipping time, and the time taken by th-e_
district's business office to generate a purchase order. Business staff
said that normally a purchase order would take no more than two or

sing is completed.
As the tables show, transaction dates did not appear on the cards in
a substantial number of cases. A code was used for those instances
where dates were missing. Dates were missing on far more of the Iibrary book cards than the textbook cards. The percent of textbook
cards without dates never went above 55 percent and occasionally was
as low as 3 or 4 percent. In two categories, as table 2 shows, 83 percent of the libraiy book cards were without transaction dates. The
percent of library book cards without dates never went below 40 percent.
Generally speaking, those categories of books with the greatest
number of missing dates were also the categories that had the longest
average time taken to order and process the books. A Pearson correlation coefficient was computed on this relationship, and the correlation

were left in the permanenl order file even though these books were
never received from the vendor and the transaction never completed.
One summer and fall, when Media Services was overwhelmed by the
number of textbook orders, dating of cards was erratic for that
period. Staff from other departments were helping then and more
clerical errors occurred.
The time I data show that library books took longer on the average
to order than textbooks, while textbooks for elementary schools took
longer than those for high schools. The length of time taken to order

OregonSchoolDistrict'sSystem
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book ordering is difficult because of the high proportions of missing
transaction dates.
The time 2 data show that elementary and junior high textbooks
took a shorter time and senior high library books and rexrbooks rook
the longest time. Although the distributor should fill orders within five
days, the amount of time had recently increased to seven to fourteen
days. A representative of a major Northwest textbook distributor explained that greater diversity in senior high textbooks may be responsible for the delay. In senior high schools rhere is greater use of
experimental books, which are less likely to be part of the normal inventory of the wholesaler and must be "special-ordered" fiom the
publisher.
Elementary and junior high library books took longer to come from
the vendor than did textbooks for these grade levels. Representatives
from two disriburors said that rhe greater diversity in library books
accounts for this situation. In general, the average time elapsed for
each step was longer for library books than for textbooks. The one
exception is the time between ordering and receiving senior high
books from the vendor, which is 52.89 days for textbooks and 44.05
for library books.
The time 3 data show the average number of days between the time
a book was received and the time it was sent to the school. The processing of junior and senior high textbooks averaged about two days
more than the processing of elementary textbooks. The fact that more
processing was done on senior high books than on junior high and
elementary books probably accounted for the longer processing time
for senior high books. It is not known why junior high books had a
longer average processing time than elementary books. There was a
marked difference between the processing of texrbooks and library
books. On the average, less than a week elapsed before the processing
of textbooks was completed, while approximately a monrh could
elapse before library book processing was completed.
There are two reasons for the longer time lag for library books.
First, when Media Services is deluged with textbook orders as happened one summer, the processing of library books is slowed, since
Media Services gave textbook processing a higher priority. Textbook
processing was also given first priority when processing was done by
the individual schools. Secondly, more processing generally was done
on library books than on textbooks. Elementary and junior high
school textbooks were just stamped and given an inventory number.
Senior high textbooks, in addition, had a book card and pocket.
Approximately 25 percent of the library books received needed to
have original cataloging done. The other 75 percent either (a) came
with commercially cataloged, prepared cards, or (b) already had the
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necessary cataloging information in Media Services' union files, since
the district owns copies of the book. After library books -were cataloged, catalog cards and book pockets and cards were made, and the
DEwey decim"al number was pur on the spine. For the elementary Iibrary'books, pockets and plastic jackets were prepa'ed and cards were
arranged for'filing. Locaf school staff took care of th-ese procedures
for ju*nior and senior high school library materials. While processing
timJ for rextbooks averiged three to five days, the processing of library books averaged twdnty-seven to thirty-four days, depending on
school type.
The average time required for a school to receive a textbook was
50.89 days fo"r elementaiy schools, 47.10 days for junior- high,schools,
and, 64.77 days for senior high schools, a difference attributable to the
time between ordering a.td receiving books from the vendor. The
books was 86.71 days^for elementary
average total time foilibrary
school"s,77.85days for junior high schools,and 75.41 for senior high.
The range of total tiine varieiby type of book. The minimum times
between dale ordered and date sent to schools were shorter for textbooks and shortest for junior high textbooks.
In the questionnaire sent to s-hools, school personne-l were asked to
estimate the average total dme they thought it took for them [o receive textbooks and library books. A number of schools estimated the
average time required to get a textbook as considerably shorter than it
actually was. Twelve elementary schools thought the average time was
thirty days or less. One senior high estimated the average time to receive textbooks as forty-seven dayi. Evaluators found that school staff
were not generally aware of what the actual time la_gswere'
book in
Table 5 compares
-time the time taken to order and Process a
comThree
the
book.
supply
to
took
the vendor
contrast ro the
with
the
ordering,
l,
iime
first
compares
The
are
presented.
parisons
iime 2, the vendor's time. The second compares time 3, the processing
of the book after its arrival, with time 2. The third comparison adds
times I and 3 together and compares them to time 2, the vendor's
time. In this way, the time taken by Media Services can be compared
to the time taken by the vendors. The data are the percentages of
books for which one time was greater than another.
Although these comparisoris are based'only on those cards with
transaction dates, evaluators assumed that these percentages represent
a minimum time estimate. Since an almost perfect correlation exists
between missing transaction dates and a longer time lag in.,ordering
and processing"books, it is likely that if more data were available, the
perc;nage of items for which the time at Media Services is-greater
than the"time at the vendor would be even larger than those shown in
table 3.
Table 3 shows that the number of days between the date an order
was received by Media Services and the date it was sent to the vendor
(time l) was longer than the number of days between ordering and
receiving the boo-k from the vendor (time 2) for l5 percent^of senior
high tex-tbooks, 7.0 percent of junior high textbooks, and 9'8 percent
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TABLE 3
THE TIME T,TXTNBYMEDIASTnvIcTsTo ORDERAN.DPRoCESS
Booxs Coupeneoro rHE TrMETAKENBy VENDoR
(DATAREroRTEDASPERCENTAcE
on Boors)
Textbooks
Elementary

Junior
Hieh

Senior
Hi

Library Books
Junior Senior
Hish
H

Time I (Ordering)
greater than
Time 2 (Vendor)

9.8%

7.0% r.5%

10.6% tt.s% t6.5%

Time 3 (Processing)
greater than
Time 2 (Vendor)

t.9%

2.9%

2.9%

20.4%

2s.9% 28.5%

12.9%

6.17o

51.170

44.270 49.5%

Timel&3(Ordering)
and Processing)
greater than
Time 2 (Vendor)
l1j%

of elem.entary-school textbooks. The percentages were somewhat higher for library books.

Evaluators concluded that the following criteria could apply ro the
Eugene system. First, there should be no items for which'time I is
greater than time 2, and there certainly should not be percenrages
greater than l0 percenr. For example, as table I shows, for 12 percenr
of the elemenrary rexrbook orderi more than thirty davs elanied before a requisition was typed. Media Services staff iaid it sholld take
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no more than ten days to prepare a requisition, yet all but one of the
six average times in table I and 2 were longer'
Seconfi, as table 3 shows, for approximately 50 percent of the
library books ordering and processing required more time than handling'by rhe vendor. Even when the number of processing steps ls
considered, the amount of time seems excessrve'
Third, as table 3 shows for 20 to 30 percent of all library_ books
p.ocessing alone required more time than vendor handling-' In fact'

0""T,,:ii*'n*:ljl;'il"3flJ'"l"oo;
\7 to2zi.,..,,t ofaulibrart
:ook longer than sixtY daYs' These
lluators.

mates of school staff, evaluators gel
described above are unacceptable t<

Wonx Lono lno SrnrnNc
One of the most important factors contributing to problems with
the new sysrem was the staffing of Media services. Four of the.people
interviewed and nine of those"completing the questionnaire said they
of
felt that Media Services did not have adeluate itaff for the volume
"It
is
ironic
work involved. This finding echoes Acetb's conclusions:
caused many school
that the problem of inadeq"uate staffing-which
p
r
o
c
e
s
s
ing-still remains'"8
c
e
n
t
r
a
l
u
d
o
p
t
t
o
districts in the study
o.nly because of the
it
that
added
interviewed
the
people
of
S.u..ul
i1
not
dedication and^haid work of Media Services staff that there have
department'^
this
of
been
--it-t more problems with the expansion
un"tnir budget proposal submitted in January. 1975' fo.r the exof
punri""-oi ..,-,,.u1ir.d o'.de.ing,.a.td proceising. the coordinator
amount
an
for
staff,
media services requested an additionaL $52,400
that would have piovided salaries for two catalogers, a part-time coor:ssional, three typists, and one text,ndent considered this budget too
vings should be one of the advanprocessing. In the second proposed
uest for additional salaries was reLnd one typist less than the original
request.
fbr
iue., though this budget was,accepted, funds were not provided
of
equivalent
the
had
still
Sirvices
Media
,.q.,.r,.?.
attof rhe stJff
Those
one less staff member than requested in the bgdget proposal'
hired included one .utulog.r. a ialf-time acquisitions p_araprofessional,
four high
t*o typirtt. and a hulf-titne textbook clerli' Each of the
for
resp^onsibility
the
when
clerk
full-time
a
for
,.h,rois lost the salarf
The
Services.
pio..rri.rq their bools had been transferred to Media
to offr"r some of the increase in salaries at Media
il;;;;;;r-"i.a
Services.
had
Before the expansion of the centralized system, Media Services
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5 clerical
.employees and- 1.5 professionals. with the money taken
from the high schools and the new budget money, three clerical employees and one professional were addedL However, in the opinion of
evaluators, the work load added was grearer than the capaciiy of the
additional four positions. If, only hig"h school library book ordering
and processing had been added, thin the four clerk salaries takeil
from the high schools' budget would have offset the additional work.
However, textbook ordering and processing were also added, and no
additional staffing was provided to offset thE increased textbook work.
ln 1974-75, a total of 38,091 irems were processed, including library materials and texts. This is half the number of items estimited
,h.. budget proposals prepared by the media coordinator's office.
i?
Yet the department was overwhelmed by the volume of-work.
Textbook ordering and processing was formerly done largely by
secretaries,students, and volunteers. For example, ihe questionnaires
returned from the schools estimated rhat 63 to 76 percent of the
textbook processing in the junior and senior high was done by volunteers.
The new system transferred many invisible costs incurred by a large
number of people to a single, visible, cenrralized cost center. Sin.e io
documentation exists discussing the rationale or cost analysis for the
new system, evaluators concluded that costs of the old system were
probably underestimated. This estimation and the necessity to have a
to justify its cost-effecrivenessled to
were not made commensurate with
:ision to staff Media Services at the
ras also an implicit decision to incur
; and processing of books. This ori-

Media
Services.
Berween
ts.z-7
4,lm "ff:iil:jffn:T:1,:i

high library books and elementary audiovisuai materials were ceirtrallv
ordered and processed, and between lg74-7b, when Media Services
and texrbooks, the clerical staff in: professional staff increased from

;'#:ri1i35.'i::::
JT5:.,i11*

)74-75, a 160 percent increase. A
similarly sized increase from 38,091 to 66,287 occuired in rg75-76.
In addition to staffing and work-load levels, evaluators also reviewed inventory-control and discovered that it was not possible to determine, readily the value and number of books owned by the various
schools because only rudimentary property inventory proiedures were
used. Moreover, even though the school'district ord'ered more than
seventy thousand books in 1977-78, it is difficult ro determine if'
necessary books are being ordered because the number of unused
books has never been studied.

CoNcruorNc CouunNrs
The authors conclude that: (l) the program was begun without
adequate planning and documenrarion;'unicceptably loilg time lags
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them.
RrrrnrNcns

1976).

Technical Service
7.
' Marv E. Tesnovik and Florence DeHart, "Unpublished Studiesof
El
TechnicalSerutces
Resources
Library
Bibliography,"
t S.t.a.a
i;'.;;;-C-;t,,
14:55-67 (Winter 1970)
8. Aceto, "Panaceaor Pandora'sBox," p324'
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The King ReseqrchProiect:

Designfor q Librory
Ctltqlog Cost Model
Angelo G. Mullikin

thet'iueyearsusedin the model-

information.
BAGKGRoUND AND THE TAsKs oF THE Pnolncr
In February l9?9, directors of ARL libraries and library directors of
Ph.D.-granting institutions received letters from John G' Lorenz,
Angela G. Mullikin, assistant professor, Catalog Department, Memphis State University
Libiaries, participated in the Library Catalog Cost Model Project as lhe representatrve
of the Memphis State University Librariei. Manuscript received September 1980;
accepted for publication December 1980.

. AprillJune 1981
178 I Library Resources
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executive director of ARL, concerning a proposed study on library
catalog costs to help academic libraries in their choices of forms of library catalogs with the implementation of AACR2.
The plan included the development of cost models to be tested at
several academic libraries before the participants submitted their data.
The timetable provided that the project begin in April 1979 and be
completed in the fall of 1979.
Ten tasks were identified by ARL and KRI in their contracts with
participants.
l. Definition of the problem. This task included review of related
background materials. Present card catalog practices and the
problems associated with each one (physical, bibliographic, and
financial) were to be explored in the light of the implications of
AACR2.
2. Identification of the alternatives. These are discussed below.
3. Development of cost model. The participants indicated alternatives of interest and specified the cataloging practices used at
present to derive comparable costs.
4 . Identification of noncost factors.
5 . Preparation of a user manual or model. Guidelines for describing the inputs required were provided with worksheets.
6. Conduct of the first workshop. This workshop, held in
Washington, D.C., served to acquaint the participating librarians with the concepts and the model. The inputs, their calculation, and the worksheets to be used were discussed.
7 . Refinement of the cost model. Modifications were made on the
model incorporating suggestions made at the workshop.
8. Field contacts with selected participants. While the participating
Iibraries were collecting input data for their specific choices of
alternatives, a selected group of ten libraries were contacted by
KRI for information on their progress of input preparation.
9. Processingof computer runs for individual libraries. The participating libraries mailed their input data on the alternatives
selected to KRI for computer runs.
10. Final two-day workshop. The second workshop was held in
Arlington, Virginia in September to review and discuss results
of the individual computer runs and their implications.
In the course of the project, another task was added: preparation of
a final report to be made available as soon as possible after the fall
meeting.
ALTERNATIVES
FOR THE cOSr MOOEL PROJECT
The many alternatives identified as possibilities for the cost model
may be divided into two basic groups: (l) a unified catalog, and (2) a
split catalog.*
*Throughout this paper, the assumption was made that the split would be made as of
January 2, l98l with the adoption of AACR2.

Project I 179
King Research

There are four possible alternatives under a unified catalog.
L Card catalog: modify headings and records as needed to conform to AACR2.
2. Card catalog: follow the old cataloging rules at least temporarily.
3. COM catalog: modify headings and records as needed to conform to AACR2 and change existing card catalog records as
needed.
4. Online catalog: modify headings with an online authority system
and convert existing card catalog and/or COM records.
If a form of split catalog is chosen, a decision must be made on
whether the old catalog is to be frozen or closed. A catalog that has
been frozen would cease to have any work done on its entries. All
cataloging done after the chosen date, regardless of the date of publication, would be filed in the new catalog. When a catalog is closed in
accordance with the cataloging date, all materials cataloged after the
chosen date would be in the new catalog. However, changes and modifications to entries in the old catalog would continue as needed. A
catalog may also be closed by imprint date of publications. This
method would mean that the old catalog would remain active and be
maintained indefinitely for the addition of works issued before the
closing date.
Many alternatives are possible for the two catalogs of a split system.
The most popular possibilities are listed below.
l-2.
Freeze or close the existing card catalog and start a new
card catalog.
34.
Freeze or close the existing card catalog and start a new
COM catalog.
Freeze or close the existing card catalog and start a new
5-6.
online catalog.
7-8.
Freeze or close the existing card catalog, convert it to COM
and start a new card catalog.
9-10. Freeze or close the existing card catalog, convert it to
COM, and start a new COM catalog.
ll-12.
Freeze or close the existing card catalog, convert it to
COM, and start a new online catalog.

Frnsr Wonxsnop,JuNnL5,1979
At the June workshop, the participants were given details, descriptions, and a general overview of the project by Robert R. V. Wiederkehr and Vernon E. Palmour, senior vice presidents of KRI, and
Richard W. Boss, management consultant at Information Consultants,
Inc. Cost elements and parameters used in designing the model were
discussed. Libraries that had made cost studies were urged to share
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Srerus Rnponr oN THE Cosr Moonl PRoJEcr
Early in July participants received the following: a background paper written by Boss with descriptions of catalog alternatives as well as
information on technical aspects and costs, detailed worksheets for
providing input data, a revised list of parameters with definitions,
standard-figures for many of the parameters that could be used by
libraries that had not made studies, and instructions for collecting data
and for completing the worksheets.
The worksheets were completed and returned early in August to
enable KRI to complete the computer runs and return them to the
participants at the September workshop. Participants were. encoutuggg
io send input data on more than one alternative so that individual libraries could compare costs for their own operations.
Sr,coNo Wonxsnop,

SEPTnMnnRl0-ll,

1979

KRI established a limit of 3 per institution, with the remainder to be
completed later and to be returned by mail.
An analysis of fiequency of alternatives indicated that the top ten
choices in order of frequency were:2
1. unified card catalog
2. split catalog: card/COM
3. split catalog: card/card
4. split catalog: card/online
5. unified online catalog
6. split catalog: card/online, card backup
7. unified COM catalog

lows:

costs for such manual files had been included.
2. The unified card catalog was chosen most frequently by the pa1ticipating Iibraries with [he goal of adopting the online catalog in
the future.
3. The cost of COM catalogs appeared to be higher than expected.
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costs varied with_the frequency of supplements and cumurations
desired and length of entiy.
4. Most libraries agreed thai in deciding on the form of cararog,
other f'actors besides costs should be cdnsidered.
5. Most of the participants felt that the summer months were inopportune for gathering
-information, esp_eciallyon card catalog
usage' and commented that the default'figures needed furthei
evaluation and refinement. Boss responded that the default
figures would be adjusted for the final report. He urged libraries
that have made studies to send him their results.
6. The lack of definitions was also criticized. For example, there
was some discussion on the definition of a "record," iriterpreted
as a title
-by some and as a catalog card by others. Boss re_
sponded that a record is a card.
Additional pe-rtinent information.was given at the generar meetings.
.
In his talks with many of the bibliographic utilities"on rhe develolpment of online catalogs, Boss learned-that development schedules
had
slowed down and thai.the possibilities for the adoption of online catalogs were more realislig by.l98B._one advantagetr tni, deiay is that
libraries will have additional time for ,.trorp..ti'ue conversion.
A progress reporr received october l9z9-indicated the following:
In the preliminary dara analysisprepared by King Research,Inc., rhe mosr
economicalof the twelve alternatiuesfo. catalog ior*ut. consideied by the
Project pa-rticipantsfor the five-yearprojectionsippeared to be a unified'card
catalog..
iostiy, as antiiipated, the use of split cata.while on-line caralogs^w_ere
logs with cards for old and coM for .r.*-g..r"'.ully considered to be the
most economical solution for libraries-was surprisingly more costly than
expected.3
ALTERNATIVEs FoR e HypontnrrcAl
LTBRARy
I."
final.report, the directors of the project focused artenrion on
*,q
an individual hypothetical library to compire"the cosrs of different alternative^smore precisell,. Thus the iniruences of different library
sizes, differenr cosr philosophies, and different interpretations of cosi
parameters would be removed.
An attempt was made to characterize.ahypotheticarribrary that was represenutive of the libraries participating in thii project. This was done by ionstructing a set of input parameters ior each ilteinative that characterizethe
hypotheticallibrary. For those input parametersthat characrerizea particular
lrbrary and do not vary with the alternative, values were set apprbximately
equal to the mean valueof the parameter.... For examplein thi'represenrative library rhe number of titlei is g25,000, the numbei of titles newly cataloged eachyear is 34,000,and.the averagecosrof cataloginga title is
$13.21;
t h o s e n u m b e r s a r e a p p r o x i m a t e l y e { u a r t o t h e m e a n v a r u e so f t h e s e
parameters.a
Thg split card catalog was found to be the least costly for the
.
hy,pothetical library and t-he unified card catalog next, follow'ed by the
split card/coM catalog. The online caralogs weie the most costly with
the,split card/online-somewhar less cosily than the unified online
catalog.5
one must realize that the study of the hypothetical library was
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made for illustrative purposes only and that general conclusions cannor be drawn that wili hold for all libraries as there are too many variables. Costs based on a five-year period were used to conform to the
compurer runs of the participating libraries. It is suggested that cost
comparisons might be different if spread over a longer period such as
ten years.o

CoNcrusror.t
The most astonishing observation made at the second workshop following all the discussion on the library catalog cost model was that the
card c-atalogdoes not apPear to be the "dinosaur" that had been pre-

necessary for personal names will be below this number.
The most ri.ettt estimate of conflicts made by LC is about I I to 13

factors as well as time are crucial here.
The Association of Research Libraries has published a final report
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than l0 percenr of the cosr of developing and maintaining a
catalog.
The project directors suggest in their report that the library catalog
cost model can be improved. The short time schedule under whic6
the model was developed accounts for some of its weaknesses. The
following improvemenrs are recommended:
l. incorporate more research on costs of online catalogs and the
implementation of AACR2 in the model;
2. incorporare more flexibility in the planning and changeover, using as long as a ren-year period instead oflhe five yeirs used in
the model.r5
The time element and monetary considerations made it necessaryto
I!m!t the scope of the project so that only economic factors were'included in selecting a catalog format. However, the project directors acknowledge the importance of other elemenrs wirh the itatement:
Considerations,such as user services,are of utmost importance and, in any
decision_
process,would be weighed againstrhe cost infoimation computed by
the model.16
Although limited budgets, incompleteness of machine-readable records, and other conditions may hinder libraries from making certain
choices, planning and preparation for the future are esse.rtiul. How
soon card. catalogs do indeed become "dinosaurs" of rhe library world
is unpredictable.

RETERENcEs
l. Robert R. V. Wiederkehr, Alternatiues for Future Library Catalogs: A Cost Model: Final
Repor! of the Library Calalog Cost Model Project, prepared for the Association of Res e a r c h L i b r a r i e s ( R o c k v i l l e , M d . : K i n g R e s e a r c h ,I n c . , 1 9 t 3 0 ) ,p . 2 .
2. Ibid., p.43.
3. Lorenz to Directors of Libraries Participating in Library Cost Model project, Oct.
1 0 , 1 9 7 9 ,p . l .
4. Wiederkehr, Alternatiuesfor Future Library Catalogs,p 5l.
5. Ibid., p.56.
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid., p vi.
U. Ibid., p.A-5 (Reported by Richard W. Boss as a resuh of a personal interview with
Fred Kilgour, May 7, 1979).
9. Ibid., p.A-6.

10. rbid.
l l. Ibid.
12. Ibid., p.A-7.
13. Cop_ies
of the report are availablefrom: King Research,tnc.,6000 ExecutiveBlvd.,
Rockville,MD 20852,$15.00.
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The Effect of Closed Cqtologs
on PublicAccess
Jomes R. Dwyer
Microcatalog tuesludiescondu.ctedat the Uniuersitl of Oregonhauedemorulrated
lhat usersencounler dfficultfus uith multiple-fle microfche catalogs. This researchsupports theorieslry Mooers and olhers which suggestthat closedcataLogs
with supplements will not be fully understood or utiLized by the public. The
Uniaersity of Oregon sut-ue1resultsare comparedto other studieswhich indicaLe
that theproblem is multiple loohups,not catalogformat. Retrospectiueconuersion
strategiesand the costsof conuerting records into machine-readableform are
considered.

rTr
I gr pesr FEw yEARShave seen some potentially revolutionary changes
in approaches to bibliographic access.In an era of tight funds, lack of
space, changing catalog codes and subject headings, and uncertainty
about the future, many research libraries are planning to follow LC's lead
and closeexisting catalogs.To some, the card catalogis an unwieldly white
elephant whose passagewill not be mourned. To others the prospect is
more traunlatrc.
Some libraries, such as the Milton Eisenhower Library at.fohns Hopkins University, and Ohio State University, are opting for online systems.
Elsewhere there is interest in microform catalogs,either as an interim step
toward going online or as the "permanent" catalog form. Catalogs derived
from computerized databases ofTer distribution, flexibility, and cost-ofpersonnel advantages over card catalogs, capabilities that may make card
catalog closure the first step toward truly making our collections available
to the public.
In the foreseeable future it seemssafe to assume that many libraries will
maintain both a frozen card or filmed catalog and Computer Output
Microfiche (COM) supplements, preferably fbr only a limited period of
time. More than five years ago the University of Oregon headed in this
direction by filming the existing card catalog. Since then all new bibliographic records have been entered into the Blackwell North America
(BNA) database.BNA sendscard setsas well as COM supplements to the
filmed basic catalog.
Edited version ofa paper presented at the Library Research Round Table Research Forum,
ALA Annual Conference, June 24, 1979, and at the Annual Meeting of the Pacilic Northw e s t C h a p t e r o f t h e A m e r i c a n S o c i e t yf o r I n f b r m a t i o n S c i e n c e , J u l y 2 1 , 1 9 7 9 , b y J a m e s R .
Dwyer, assistant professor, University of Oregon. Manuscript receivedJuly 1979; accepted
for publication October 1979. Earlier version available from the ERIC Clearinghouse on
Information Resources (ED 190 142).
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In September 1976, microcatalog viewing stations were provided at
seven locations in the main and branch libraries. Since then the card
catalog in the Architecture and Allied Arts branch has been replaced by
microfiche, and the subject catalog closed.
How would readers react to the new system? A literature search revealed that much research had been done on economic aspectsof micro-

improving future catalogs and other library accesssyst€ms'
First, it is important to consider the physical nature of microforms. We

Ioading it in the reader, and refiling it can be circumvented if the library is
prepared to purchase mechanized roll-film viewers in place of fiche systems.

SunvpvRnsurrs
The University of Oregon microfiche catalog consists of two major
sections comprising three separate files: the filmed basic catalog and two
COM supplements-.Although the supplements are uniformly clear and
legible, the same claim cannnt be made for the filmed retrospec.tive file
(figure
l).
-Bet*een
1976 and 1977 dissatisfaction with the basic file increased
sharply; the percentage of those considering it highly legible dropped
from 38 to 15 percent as unfavorable responses rose from 16 to 38
percent. In a 1979 survey of 100 users in the Architecture and Allied Arts
branch where the card catalog has been totally supplanted by microfiche,
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section is closed.

defeat."8
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A RnrnospEcrrvE oN INronuATroN Srrxrxc
AND A PtEe ron RETRospEcrrvn CoNvnRsroN
Three theories should be considered if we wish to produce catalogs that
can be used easily by the public: the "principle of least effort,"e "Mboers'
law,"ttt and the "principle of information processing parsimony,"rr also
known as "Ziph's law."
ln a library, "more than fifty percenr . . . will look up only one enrry and
then sIo5REGARDLESS of wherher or nor they have found what they
are looking for."r2 This is an example of the "principle of least efTort" at
work. Ideally, we might like to think of supplements as additional access
points, but in practice multiple files are rarely consulted and the exisrence
of a complex (COMplex?) system may confuse and discourageusers.This
brings us to Mooers' law, which posits that "an informarion retrieval
system will tend not to be used whenever it is more painful and troublesome for a customer to have information than for him not to have it."
Mooers would not be surprised to read the following commenrs elicited
during the University of Oregon survey: "Too many placesto look which
is frustrating and time consuming" or "The fiche is one of the few work
savingdevicesI've used. After using it once ir cures you of all desire to use
it again, thus decreasing the amount of work you do."
Ziph's law maintains that people not only minimize search efforts, but
neither need nor want all the information available on a given subject.
There{bre, they cannot be expected to check supplements ifihey get a few
citations from the basic file, even if those citationsare lesscurrent, specific,
or relevant than what they might encounter in a more exhaustive search.
Lubetzky has noted a flaw in closed catalogs and multiple file sysrems
that presents difficulties fbr even the most conscientious searcher: the
syndetic and collocation functions of the catalog are desrroyed by split files
thus causing the catalog to "fail its purpose."r3
Considering how people approach information, and the value of the
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caralogue unless a library is prepared to convert it into machine readable
(liven
form 5r to continue to produce cards and file them manually."r5
such a dilemma, Iibrarians should consider microcatalogs to be a viable
oprion only if they might reasonably expect to enter all bibliographic
records eventually into a single database from which a single, fully manipulatable, up-to-date catalogcan be generated in a variety of fbrms; fiche,
film, book. or online.

use (figure 3).
I\{einwhile, studies at the University of Toronto,ro Brighton

NETWORKING: RELIEF FOR SPLIT"TINGHEADACHES
What has happened at libraries that have attempted_to close or split
their catalogs in the past? At the University of Nebraska-Lincoln the card
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_ Reports from the National Library of Medicine,za University of
Toronto,25 New York State Library,26 Glasgow University,2T the Scottish
National Library,28and elsewhere,while lessdramatic, indicate that cata-

For libraries to take full advantage of multiplanar records, broader
se.archingoptions, automated authority control, and the other capabilities
of automated sytems, it is essential that retrospective conversion of catalog
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networks have policies and pricing structures that encourage retrospective conversion bf records and, in imost salutary development, WLN and
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to locate information."33 Many scholars are concerned with both current
and historical documents, and if the main goal of the committee is to serve
them efficiently, then retrospective conversion is absolutely essential.
Those concerned that we create the best, most complete. easiest-to-use
catalogs possible in the public interest are urged to contact their network or Henriette Avram, director for processing systems, networks,
and automation planning at the Library of Congress. This may be the
best opportunity we will have to deal with this truly national problem
on a national level rather than in a piecemeal fashion.
But what if the national network never comes into being and your
library is not a member of an existing network? Try a vendor oi other'type
of bibliographic utility. As an example of whar's available in the private
sector, Blackwell North America has well over two million records in their
database, a quarter of which are contributed copy. Batch-mode conversion projects are possible for special low rates, and as more records are
added to the system, hit rates go up and prices go down. R€rrospecrive
converslon is not some remote goal; the expertise and technology are
available from a variety of sources.
Suppose that a library runs its shelflist against a database and encounters
a 75 percent hit rate. After accepting those records, it can do one of rwo
things: key all remaining records into the databaseimmediately or convert
them over time. Clearly, the first course is the more desirable,but suppose
current funding doesn't allow for such a major one-shot project. What
should be converted first?
Gorman has sagely noted that one should not just start with the letter
A.3aOne could argue that reference materials and serials should go first.
Thanks to MARC, CONSER, and other projects, rhe vasrmajority of such
items already have machine-readable cataloging available.One thus begins with a relatively small project with two big payoffs: all these heavily
used materials will be in the current main catalog and separate serials and
reference catalogs can be generated as well.
Other items may be input on the fly as they return from circulation.
Thus heavily used materials will select themselves for retrospective conversion. When new works of established authors or new editions are
cataloged, the entire file for that author or title may also be fed into the
system at that time, thus maintaining the collocation function of the
catalog. Until all records are in the database, however, library staff and
users must search at least two catalogs,a current COM or online catalog
and an atrophying closed card catalog.
There is no use in pretending that full rerrospecrive conversion will be
quick, simple, and cheap, although it may be lesscosrly than the naysayers
would have us believe. The quick survey,just presented, reveals that we
are moving in the rightdirection, although perhaps norquite fasrenough.
Conversion may be costly, but it can be argued that the cumularive cosr.s
of not converting are actually far greater. First, consider the cost of
maintaining even a frozen catalog while simultaneously paying for the
automated model. Although it appears that we are getting out of the
maintenance business with the universal fix, the computer can'r fix the
card files. Consider the cost of order searching, verification, and other
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types of searching in both manual and automated files; the huge waste of
staff time on staffs that may be shrinking while the demands placed on
their time are growing. Does one change headings in the closedcatalogas
they are changed in the database,or allow grave inconsistenciesto develop
between them? Clearly, neither of these options is desirable. It's not only
pound-foolish not to convert, it's not even penny-wise, only pennypinching.
The real costs of not converting will be borne by our already underserved public. We have the opportunity to provide them with access
systemswhich are quicker and easier to use than card catalogs,provide
more flexible search options, and are current and accurate.It's one thing
to wasteour own time and money on dual systemsand closedcatalogs,but
what right do we have to foist our fblly on them? Have we fbrgotten
Ranganathan'sdirective to save the time of the reader; or do we care?
While we await the next budget cut, the massmedia and other infbrmation specialists are actively improving and promoting their services.
Allowing our public position to erode by not bucking the downward spiral
of lessmoney-less serviceis an example of'what Berman calls"libricide."r5
support us? It's
If we don't support the public, how can we expect them t<-r
notjust idealism to provide easyaccessto our collections;it's enlightened
self-interest and in the public interest.
At this point it is essential for the library community to take a more
active role in the political budget processand push for adequate funding
on the local. state. and national levels. Consider for a moment that the
"error" in projecting the cost of using the Minuteman missile in the
proposed MX missile system was $12 billion while federalaid to libraries
in 1979 was a mere two-tenths of a billion. Our best argument may be that
by spending a little money now we can save a lot of money later and
provide better service.
For theoretical, practical, a.nd political reasons-it is- important that
retrospective conversion leading to efficient catalogs be given a high
priority by our libraries, networks, and government.
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Longuogeof rhe Libroryof
CongressSubiect Heqdings
Pertqining to Society
Jon Wepsiec

follows:
A. Without modifier
B. With the principal or focal noun modified by a modifier in Plrentheses, or by a noun or nouns, occasionally with a preposition or conjunction
C. With the principal noun modified by an adjective or adjectives, or
by a word or words of some other grammatical category
of Chicago Library,
Jan Wepsiec, formerly a bibliographer for the social sciences,University
is now ietired and living in Eiglind. Manuscript received September 1979; accepted for
publication February 1980.
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D. With a nominal g.gtp modified by a second nominal group, the
latter forming a subdivision
within each of these four groups more specificr.ypescan be discerned,
mainly,on the basis of the form ofmodifier. These iyp.r ur. listed below.
l. Headings in group A.
9.g.,Sociology, do not require comment and
represent q"ly a. small portion of the total body of headings.
..
Headings within the other thrbe groups are caregorized further, aicording to the,structure of the modifier.'The typeJ are numbered in one
f!gu9n9e thro-ughout this paper. Turning to gioup B, in which the modlher rs ln the torm of a_noun.or noun as part of a phrase, we recognize:
2. A two-noun heading. e.g., Mass society, in w6ich the noun -ddifi..
occasionally performs the function of an adjective. The term mass
in this example limits the meaning of the terin societyto a particular
type of modern industrialized soc-iety,one characteiistic of which is
the role of the mass media
3. A heading consisting of two nouns connecred by and,e.g., Religion
and sociolog/, the first noun denoting a social'institrrti-orr,and"the
second denodng the study of this insiitution within a sociological
framework.
4. A heading syntactically.similar to, bur semantically differing from
typ,e3, although it consistsof two nouns connecreciby and.,.Ig., ert
and. society. This heading denotes a relationship between alocial
institution and society.asa whole. Depending upon its application,
this relationship, as will be seen later, denote"stfre impait'of art on
society or the study of a social institution. In the latter, the sociological perspective. this type of heading resemblestype 3.
5. A compound heading. coniisting of two*nouns denoiing sociar
categories of comparable conceptual range, connected by a-nd,e.g.,
Master and servant. Headings of types 3 and 4 are of the same
syntactic srructure but they differ in the conceptual range of the
focal noun and the modifier. In type 5 there^are two iouns of
comparable semarrtic range connected by and; the meaning of the
heading is the relationship (ascribed or conrracruar) between two
categories of people of different social status.
6. A phrase heading consisting of two nouns related by the preposition in, e.g., Information theory in sociology, and social ciasses in
lite^rature. Despite the syntactic similaritylihere is a considerable
difference in semanric type. The first heading denores the application of a certain method to the study of society; the second .elites a
social unit to images created by literary means (broadly, aesthetic
rg to the visual or other arts may be
rf two nouns related by the preposi:ations.
s 7 but in inverted form, e.g., Know-

ledge, sociology of.
9. A heading in which the focal noun is modified by either a single
noun or a compound modifier, placed in parentheses, e.g., Assiin_
ilation (sociology); Polarization (social sciences). The riodifier is
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necessarybecausea social meaning is not implicit in the focal noun.
10. A noun'modified by another noun in a phrase employing an
adverb, e.g., Women as authors.
I L A nominuig.orp that includes an idiomatic phrase, e.g- Parents'
in-law, den"oting an affinal rather than a conjugal kinship'
Turning to group C. ii which adjecrivesare employed as modifiers, we

function.
16. The same syntactic structure as l5 but in inverted form, e.g.,

the years.5
ANnt.Ysrs oF SuBJEcr HnlolNc

TvPEs

A basic difficulty in attempting to anaiyze-the types of headin^gsis the
g."eral, d'etail code'for iCSH. The foundations laid by Cutter in
fu.[
"iu

Library of CongressSubjectHeadings I lgg

Headings with the modifier praced in parentheses (g)
may achieve the
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the
narural language structure if the pr-esent modifier is eliminated and
heading
present
the
e'g',
noun'
phced
focal
thi
before
adiective so"cialk
plfuti"uti""
(Soc'ial sciences) would be changed {o Socialpola.rizationand
irt -.u"i"g would not be changed. This is-not to imply.that the,modifier
pi"l.J i" fia..ntheses would iecessarily be eliminated from the entire
LCSH system.
Headings employing the inverted I
the natural language, e.g., Rural s

uld retain both adjectives in the rephrased
(16)
heading Lutheran rural sociology.Th.e heading-Marginality, social
structure
with
Social
consistent
could 6'e changed to Socialmarginality,
(l5).
Sociological jurisPrudence ( I 7),
Law and society,Lau-Sociologl, Soc
denotes both the studY of law aPP
impact of law on society.lt could be.
(or Law) and sociologl and Societyand
as1
J urisprudence( or law)-S ociologzcal

bv Haykin, to be a form subdivision
I
subject of the study itself.r A similar method of structurin_g
;(p;"i;h.
e.g..,Industrial sociology. It
thestudy.
lolta n. applied-to any subfield of
of the study' !mploying a
aspects
of
all
of
proximity
offers the aivantage
heading s,l".h as Mnl hodo'logyof soiiotogy would not offer such an
p[;.
advantage.
The meaning of the subdivision ir
from the references leading to th
aspects is relat
ics-Sociological
Sociology and Social medicine (the
of mediclnd. Thus, the subdivision S
ind the same reasoning is valid in r
apply this subdivision.

'

*o-.',,io";:ilrUrit'J::::,:J,n',"iffi
rrrisisanappropriate
;

: rational to rephrase it in accordance
e only one syntactic type for a g.iven
leligion and sociology may be elimii'cal asPects.
Sociai aspects (2 l) require a more
subdivision
the
with
Headings
(a) sociodetailed afialysis. Implicit in this subdivision are two meanings:
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subdivisions.
Type 22 headings. e.g., Family-Caricatures
and cartoons, may be
retained in their present form or, preferably, converred to headings
without subdivision, as in Social classes in literature (6).
RncounanNDATIoNs
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Present Heading

l-irst Preference

Second.Preference

Religion and sociology

Religion-Sociological
asPects
(Religion-Social
aspects)
Art-Sociological
aspects
Art-Social aspects
Knowledge-Sociological aspects
(Knowledge-Social
aspects)

Religion and sociology

Art and society (in
LC, this heading denotes both aspects)
Knowledge, Sociology
of

Sociological jurisprudence (in LC, this
headingdenotes
both aspects)
Hospitals--Sociological aspects
Industry-Social
aspects*

Jurisprudence-Sociological aspects (The
term "law" is now
commonly used)
Jurisprudence-Social
asPects
Hospitals-Sociological aspects
(Hospitals-Social
aspects)
Industry-Social
aspects

(Society and religion)
Art and sociology
Society and art
Knowledge and sociology
(Society and knowledge)
Jurisprudence and
sociology

Society andjurisprudence
Hospitals and sociology
(Society and hospitals)
Society and industry

*This heading has its counterpart in:
Industrial

sociology

lndustry-Sr-rciological

Industryand sociokigy

which is one of the retained headings. If and u'hen a separate heading is established fcrr
society, and Sociology is limited to the study of society, this heading should be changed
in accordance with the pref'erence.

Existing headings in the matrix above appear in boldface type; proposed headings (when differing from existing ones) appear in normal
type. Where there is no existing equivalent heading for one of the
appears in column one, and headings in
aspects discussed,
columns two and three appear in parentheses.
Frorn this matrix, it may be seen how rules for providing semantic
and syntactic consistency should be formulated and so provide the
framework of a code for establishing and applying headings.
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fhe ConciseAACR2
Frqnces Hinton

The Concise AACR2: Being a Rewritten and Sirnplified Version of
Angfo-AmericanCataloguingRules,SecondEdition, b1MichaelGorman,
isscheduledfor
publicationin N orlhAmericabytheAmericanLibraryAssociation
and the CanadianLibrary Association,and in Great Britain by th.eLibrary
Association.
As its title ind,icates,
The Concise AACR2 is not an abrid,ged
edition.Imtead,it presents
theessence
and,basicpriniciplesof thesecond
editionof
the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules/ar theuseof smallgenerallibranes
and.for teachers
of generalcataiogingcourses.
Becauseit is designed
for small
libraries,it omitsspecificrulesfor describingmaterialsunlihelyto beincludedin
theircollections,
suchasmachine-readable
datafiles.It alsoomitsmanyof themore
compLex
rulesfor choiceof entryandform of headingon lhe theorythat small
librariesacquireprimarily currenl,booh-trade
publicationsb1aulhorsuilh conuentionalnames,
acce
sspoinls.
for whichthegeneralruleswiLlproaidesatisfactory
RtvISION oF THE Anglo-AmericanOataloging RuleswasunderlVtut
taken in 1974, another project was nearing completion. The result of this
project was to be an edition of the 1967 British text, abridged by Michael
Gorman with the assistanceof Philip Escreetand Geoffrey Hamilton. The
project was a response to the need expressed by librarians from a number
of Third World countries for a simple r set of basic rules, which could be
used by relatively untrained personnel. They also wanted these rules to be
compatible with AACR so that, as canloging expertise developed and
catalogs increased in size and complexity, Iibraries could begin to use the
full code.
TheJoint Steering Committee for Revision of AACR acknowledged the
fact that an abridged edition of the 1967 British text was no longer
practicable. The cornmittee did, however, believe that there would be a
need and a market for an abridged editon of AACR2 and recommended it
to the publishers. Although the Joint Steering Committee functioned
throughout its preparation as an advisory group and approved the final
text for publication, The ConciseAACR2 is a work of single personal
authorship.
The author and the Joint Steering Committee anticipate thatThe ConciseAACR2 will have a variety of uses. Catalogers in small libraries, especially "one-person" libraries; students who may want to learn about cataloging without wanting to become catalogers; and public service librarians
Frances Hinton, chief, Processing Division, The Free Library of Philadelphia, was recently
elected chairperson of the Joint Steering Committee for Revision of AACR. Manuscript
received and accepted f o r p u b l i c a t i o n J a n u a r y 1 9 8 1 .
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who must use catalogs and need to undersrand the principles upon which
they are based are the intended audience.
By intention, the provisions of the The ConciseAACR2 should result in
descriptions and access points that are recognizably the same as rhose
provided by AACR2. Nevertheless, rhere are some variations from the
provisions of the full text. These variations and rheir rationale will be
addressed in the nexr few paragraphs.
The rule for chief sources of information omits the more specific
provision in the full text of a prescribed source of in{brmation for each
area of the description. As a resuk, a description formulated according to
The ConciseAACR2 may omit some of the brackets that would appear in a
description based on the full text rule provisions. Inasmuch as information taken from outside the item or supplied by the cataloger will appear
in brackets, the Joint Steering Committee was of the opinion that this
loss of precision would not materially affect identification of the item.
By deliberate choice, the ISBD abbreviations "s.1." and "s.n." are nor
prescribed. If the place of publication or rhe name of the publisher is not
known, these elements are simply omitted in accordancewith the general
instruction to omit any area or element rhat does not apply to the item
being described. A statement of responsibility that is an integral part of
the title proper is not repeated even if the chief source of information
repeats the statement. Borh of these variations may well be welcomed by
the type of library for which rhese rules are intended.
In general, descriptions based on The ConciseAACR2 may be more
consistentwith each orher than those based on the full text. This effect is
in part a result of arranging the rtrles for all types of material in a single
sequence,and partly a result of offering the cataloger fewer oprions and
fewer possible decisions.
The chapter on choice of entry omits many of the specific rules of
AACR2, chapter 21, notably those for certain legal publicarions, creeds,
and liturgical works. Because most of these more specializedrules are
based on the same principles as the general rules, it is likely that a
cataloger using T[e ConciseAACR2 will apply the general rule and selecr
the same main entry as would a cataloger using the full text and one of the
more specific rules. It is also likely that a library usingThe ConciseAACR2
will acquire very few of those legal publicarions for which the choice of
entry does not confbrm to the general rules.
The rules for personal name headings do not contain specific provisions for names originally in a nonroman script, including the "special
rules for names in certain languages." Since catalogers in many Third
World countries will certainly need to establish headings for such names
and catalogersin other environments also encounter at leasta few Russian
and Hebrew names, they will need to consulr the complete AACR2 for
guidance. The Library of Congress use of the ahernarive rule 22.3C2
does, however, mean that nonroman script name headings established on
the basis of works in the English language will most probably match the
headings established by LC.
The rules for geographic names lack the options in AACR2, rule 23.4B,
which might result in the addition of qualifiers not used by the Library of
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congress. However, the pattern of additions displayed in the examples
follo"ws LC practice, so if is not really likely that a cataloger using The
conciseAACR2 would establish, for example, vancouver (washington,

English form, or the name "in a language familiar to users of your

found in rule 24.18A in '4'4CR2 are combined in rule 49 to "a name

ment in a small catalog.
Obviously, The ConcileAACR2 is not a true abridgment in the_sensethat
its text consists of a selection of the rules in the full text. Instead, it

not covered and, to aid the user, the full text rule numbers are given in
brackets beside their equivalents in the concise text'
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Six Auxiliqry Texts
ro AACR2;A Review Article
Arnold Hirchon ond Bqrbqro Brqnson

Tf.

Fle pUSLICATIoN of the second edition of the Anglo-ArnericanCataloguing Rules (AACR2) in 1978 has been followed by a stream of auxiliary
texts intended to shed light upon the mysteries of the code. The efforts
vary greatly in their coverage, content, and presentation. This review
article will examine six monographs: three general texts, two on nonbook
materials, and one concerned with serials cataloging. Obviously, to pare
our list down to six required some selection. We decided to limit our
examination to books that would be used by experienced catalogers primarily as reference tools. We have therefore omitted works chiefly intended for use in the classroom or as instructional texts and workbooks,
explorations into the general principles underlying AACR2, works that
have received sufficient attention in other reviews, and noncataloging
texts that deal with the implementation of AACR2 from a managerial
perspective. A short selectedbibliography of monographs concerned with
AACR2 is included at the end of this article.
GnNnnat Tnxrs
The three general texts take somewhat different approaches in their
presentation s of AACR2, and they are not uniformly successful.One point
that should be made at the outset concerns the inclusion (or lack thereof)
of information on the cataloging practices of the Library of Congress.
Only Margaret Maxwell's Handboohfor AACR2 presents with any consistency LC's cataloging practices (as they were known at the time of
publication). At the opposite extreme, the introduction to EricJ. Hunter
and NicholasJ. Fox' ExamplesIllustratingAACR2, published in London by
the Library Association, states that "there is no intention in this work of
presenting an official view of how particular rules in AACR2 are to be
interpreted" (p.vii). Christa F. B. Hoffmann's Getting Readyfor AACR2
rides a middle course, sometimes noting LC practice but oftentimes not.
The lack of information about LC's application of a rule could be
justified on the grounds that all that needs to be presented is an explana-

In response to a suggestion that Library Resources'ElTechnical Sentices review some of the
many manuals and handbooks for AACR2, the editor invited Arnold Hirshon and Barbara
Branson to prepare this article. Arnold Hirshon is assistant head, and Barbara Branson is
principal cataloger, Cataloging Department, Duke University Library. Manuscript received
and accepted for publication February 1981.
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tion of the rule as written, not one national cataloging agency's interpretation. It seems important, however, to present LC's practices because the
majority of cataloging done in the United States is at least based on LC,
and catalogers and managers alike attempt to follow LC to the best of their
understanding and to the greatest degree possible. Further, while LC's
practices have been publicized elsewhere (e.g., CatalogrngSeraiceBulletin,
it is helpful
the RTSD/LC AACR2 institutes, and the RISD NewsLetter),
when discussing a specific rule to provide the information about LC
practice there rather than to send the cataloger to another source.
Examplesllhutrating AACR2 is largely a book of cataloging examples,
with each example accompanied by a summary statement of the
AACR2 rules that the example is intended to illustrate. There are 383
examples in all, with cataloging done at the third, or most complete,
level of description. The entire cataloging record for each title is included, and some of the examples are accompanied by facsimiles of
their chief sources of information. The examples are arranged in
alphabetical order according to the main entry, rather than topically.
Therefore, one must approach the text through the indexes to obtain
optimal value. There are as many as five examples per page, and since
there are minimal margins, the layout appears quite cramped.
The book does have its limitations. Most of the examplesare for printed
materials; although other formats are represented, some choicesare a bit
u n u s u a l .s u c h a s t h e c a t a l o g i n go l a s h o e h o r n , a n e x e r c i s e r o
, r a souvenir
tankard. Some of the most problematic chapters in AACR2 receive the
least attention. There are only three examples covering chapter 23 (geographic names). While chapter 23 is admittedly short in AACR2, the interest in the chapter may well be in inverse proportion to its length,
especially with respect to the application of the options for qualifiers.
The arrangement of Exampleslllustrating AACR2 also presents some
problems. There are two indexes, one a general index and the other
organized by rule number. The latter is useful when attempting to find an
example to illuminate a particular rule. However, those who are used to
manuals and example books arranged in a fashion parallel to that of
cataloging codes or bibliographic records may find this book frustrating to use at fir.st. It is not possible, for example, to open the book to
a section on series statements to scan the problems and solutions.
The book is conditionally recommended; since it is intentionally not a
source of official rule interpretations, catalogers should not use the book
as a definitive guide in daily cataloging. For example, United Kingdom
appears in headings instead of Great Britain; dates do not appear with
personal names in many caseswhere LC would include them (this is a
problem with several of the texts reviewed here); and titles of honor
appear befbre the forename rather than after.
Christa F. B. Hoffmann's Getting Reading for AACR2: The Cataloger's
Guide has an intriguing title, but we wish that a greater senseof focus had
been found. As it stands, the book is a hodgepodge of some cataloging
rules and examples mixed with AACR2 implementation strategies that a
library might consider in local planning. The book appears in Knowledge
Industry Publication's Professional Librarian Series, and it is typical of
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that series in many respects.The page format is large (measuring eight by
eleven inches), there are very wide borders (a significant portion of each
page is white space), there are relatively few pages (a total of 225), the
book is paperbound, and it is expensive ($24.50).For that price we would
expect a wealth of new information, but this provides little that is not
available elsewhere. Given the late publication date (it was issued in the
last quarter of 1980) it would be anticipated that the book would have the
latest information; in fact, it seems there was little effort to include some
of LC's most recent announcements of its cataloging practices.
The book includes a number of features of dubious value. There is a
glossary that, for the most part, includes rerms already covered in the
AACR2 glossary. The definitions shed no new light, and in some casesare
misleading or inaccurate. Under "srarementof responsibility," for example, we find that "this term takesthe placeof 'authorship' " (p.7). Indeed it
does not. The concept of authorship is retainedin AACR2 for personal
authors, but it has been replaced by corporate responsibility for works
emanating from corporate bodies. The glossary is followed by a list of
acronyms that defines such terms as /SBN and LC. There is a summary of
"New Concepts in AACR2," which does little more rhan repeat those
summaries of the code that have been printed elsewhere in the library
literature.
The items of most questionableworth are the tables.Table III-3 (p.2130) lists, by rule number, all of the options in AACR2; half the page is
left as white space so a library can insert the decision as to whether rhar
option is to be followed locally. Noticeably missing on rhe table is a column
listing the LC decision, since, for this information, the reader is referred
back to "issues of the CatalogingSertticeBulletin" (p. l9). There is another
table (table III-4, p.3l-35) to help libraries decide what levels of bibliographic description should be used for each format. The table shows
whether or not the descriptive area (such as edition) is required, not
applicable, or optional under the rules. The choice of "optional" is denoted by a blank line, with the result rhat much of the charr consisrsof
blank lines on which a cataloger can record local decisions.
The least useful table, however, is table V-l (p.a6-53), which describes
punctuation symbols and how they are to be used in each area of the
bibliographic description. There are columns that indicate if the punctuation has a space or no space before and after it, and whether it is prescribed punctuation. This table and its index cover eight pages. We
wonder whether all of this structuring of basic information is truly helpful.
A substantial amount of the text is devoted to AACR2 cataloging examples. The examples are grouped into five main categories:monographs,
music scores, sound recordings, microforms, and serials. Within each
group, the chief sources of information are printed together, followed by
the cataloging data. The separation of all of the chief sources from the
cataloging necessitatesflipping back and forth. The cataloging data provides not only the AACR2 cataloging for each title, but also the pre-AACR2
cataloging. The pre-AACR2 cataloging has nor been prepared by any
consistent set of rules; for example, some monographs are cataloged by
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unrevised AACRI chapter 6 and others by revised chapter 6 (compare
examples M2 and M3 with M7 and M9). There does not seem to be any
particular purpose in including pre-AACR2 cataloging in every case; one
or two examples would have sufficed.
In addition to the cataloging records, there is also a discussion of the

term solutions) are the relative advantages and disadvantages of closing a
catalog and those of leaving it open discussed.The open catalog seems to
be taken for granted, at least until a library can have a computer output
microform oi online catalog. For many reasons, this book cannot be
recommended.
Maxwell'sHandboohfor AACR2 is quite another matter. The Handboohis
intended as an elucidation of the cataloging rules. Each chapter in the

ence work for both the beginning and the experienced cataloger. The
examples for printed materials are accompanied by transcriptions of chief
sources of information.

code and occasionally some nuances of the rules seem to have been lost in
their simplification.
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SpnctarrznoTExrs
SrRraLS
Judith.Proctor Cannan's-serial Cataloging:A Comparisonof AACRI and 2
was originally prepared for presentat-ionar rwo sessionsof the 1979
METRO Serial Librarians'Discussion Group, and ar the RTSD Serials
Section Program meeting ar the 1979 ALA Annual Conference in

interpret and apply the rules ro serials.

c.urrent. For example, the level of description is still listed as under
discussion, and the recently issued LC decision on uniform titles for
serials is not included.
For those serials catalogers who have nor atrended serials workshops
such as the RTSD/LC AACR2 institures, this book will be particular)y
helpful Those who have attended such sessionswill not find-startling or
new infbrmation, though they will find it a useful desk reference item.
The book contains basic information rhat will not only answer some
implementation questions, bur will also help provide more focus ro the
rules. Though the copy is camera-ready from a typewriter, it is clear and
double-spaced. The facsimiles of the chief souries of informarion are
particularly readable. The book is recommended for those who do serials
c.ataloging, particularly those who already have some knowledge of
AACR2.
AuDrovISUAI-/NoNsoor Marl,RleLs

present some general information concerning the care and organization
of audiovisual collections, and both presenr AAC R2 cataloging examples.
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While both books pay some attention to illustrating the problems in
determining the choice of accesspoints (particularly for sound recordings), there is less attention to the construction of the headings. Neither
book is particularly strong in following LC's practices for headings, and
there is a pronounced emphasis in both books on demonstrating problems in preparing the bibliographic description.
Catalogtng of Audioaisual Materiak presents illustrations of the chief
sources of information, complete cataloging records for each title, and
explanations on specific problems in applying the rules. The reproductions of the chief sources are generally good, though some of the photographs are taken from such a distance from the physical piece that vital
information in unreadable. The cataloging problems selected for inclusion are generally at the medium-to-advanced level of difficulty, though
some are definitely at the beginning level. The notes about the cataloging
are concise, and are presented by rule number rather than in a long
narrative. This makes the notes easy to skim and rule numbers easy to
find. Some notes could stand [o be made fuller.
The book has some interesting appendixes, though they are not all
uniformly valuable. The short list of "OCLC Changes for AACR2"
(p.l0a-5) is really a list of MARC format changesfor audiovisual formats.
Prepared from MARBI proposalsdatedJanuary 1980, the summary does
omit some later additions, and the information is presented without
comment. There are also examples of fixed field data (illustrating type of
material) and the 007 field (physical description) of the MARC format.
These examples are handwritten and hard to read.
Of particular interest is the part of appendix B in which all of the
cataloging examples have been completely coded with the MARC tags.
Again, some of the information is not as legible as we would like. It is
ironic that a book on audiovisual materials would treat the machinereadable record as a second-classitem by relegating the tagged examples
to an appendix. The tagged examples should be examined carefully as
there are some errors. In the 260 (place of publication, publisher, etc.)
area, the examples all show first and second indicator positions with values
of zero or one; both indicators should always be blank.
Cataloging of Audiouisual Materiak is recommended primarily to those
who catalog even a small amount of audiovisual materials. There is little
information here for general cataloging application. The text should
prove useful to both experienced as well as novice catalogers.
Nonbook Materials is a second edition, and the updating of the first
edition comes largely in the adaptation of the cataloging examples and
explanatory matter to AACR2. Where the first edition had to take into
account the array of cataloging codes and practices to cover the many
types of material, this second edition takes full advantage of the cohesiveness of AACR2. There is a general summary of the provisions of the
cataloging rules for all types of nonbook materials, followed by separate
sections for a number of individual formats. The types of materials
covered are organized alphabetically. Each section has a statement of the
provisions for cataloging a specific type of material and how it may
diverge from the general principles for cataloging nonbook materials.
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The book is intended for catalogers_whoalready have a knowledge
of
monographic cataloging- Most exampres are presenred either withievel
one or level two desc,riptions. Most of the rext consisrsof AACR2 cataloging examples, but unlike the other items reviewed here, no chief
sourcesof'
information are provided. white the reproduction of the chiel sources
olten ls.superlluous, there are definite instanceswhere inclusion would
lead to better undersranding of the cataloging problems.
The cataloging examples ire accompuniei uitittre explanation, and
rhe
rute numbers are never cited with the examples. A boihersome
practice
was to,place some of the cataloging and AA1R2 information with
the
exa-mples,and other information i; footnotes at the end of the text.
obliging. the reader to jump from the example ro rhe foornore
and
back again seems an unnecessaryimposition.
of the books under present review. this one more than the others
seems more a learning than a reference text. while the arphabetic
organization does allow for quick reference to the rules, the lack
of
commentary ald the lack of an index organized by rure number,
along with the fact that many of the exampre"sillustrate simpte cataloging problems, limit the book's value. NonboohMaterials, tiier.ror",
l,
recommended, but more as an introductory text than as an item
having lasting importance to the experienced citaloger.
Sunaueny REcoMMENDATToNS
of the.general rexrs reviewed, Maxwell's Handboohfor AACR2 is
.
considered the most valu,ab-Igfor catarogrrs. It is well org'aniz.J, itr".""gn,
a n d . . a . m p l yi l l u s t r a r e d . H u n r e r a n d t , r x ' E x a m p r e sI l i u s t r a t i n sA A C R 2
is
usef'ul as..1quigk guide to cataloging problem's ana sotuiioils, but
it is
onlycondrtronally recommg"d-.9 for catalogersin rhis counrry sincethe
catalogrng examples are based soleryon the code and do not tale the national
cartafogjngpractices in the Unired States into account. Hoffman's Getting
Readyfor AACR2 cannot be recommended; the book is diffuse, and the
presentation includes solutions to situations that are not reallv problems.
cannan's serial cataloging'is recommended as a useful J"ri'..f....r..
serial,catalogers,-pirticularly those who have nor atrended many
I""-!,f:r
workshops. olson's catalogtng of Aud.iouisualMateriak has some interesting
.-rretpru
features, and should
even to the experienced catalogerl
.p,.*"
weihs' NonboohMateriak is also iecommended, though o,o.. u, an
iniro'exp.ri""."
ductory text than to catalogers with a grear deal of
working
with this type of marerial.
Snr-Ecr
BrrrrocRApHy
or MoNocnlpHsorrrAACR2
Titles reviewed in this article are identified with an asterisk.
xcannan,
Judith Proctor. seriar cataroging: A comparistn of AACRI and 2. New york: New
Metropolitan Reference and {esEarch LiLrary a[.r,.y (METRO),
19g0.
--,York
Fleischer, Eug91e, and Goodman, Heren. catarogingAudioaisual
MateriaJs.New york: Neal1980. [Aprobtem/workbook for tAChZ caraloging.l
_,l.lJ-un.
xHottmann,
"catitiger's
christa F. B. Getting Readl
Gzi&. professional
for AACR2: rhe
Librarian series. white plains,"N.y.: Knowledge Indusrry pubficarions.
r9g0.
Hunter, Eric J- AACR2: An Introducrion to the secoid Edition oj the Angro,air:riroi
cototogulng
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Rzles. London: Clive Bingley; Hamden, Conn.: Linnet Books, 1980. [A programmed text
for instruction in the basic rules of AACR2.l
*Hunter, Eric. , and Fox, Nicholas
J. Exatnplesllhctrating AACR2. London: The Library
J
Assn., 1980. [Distributed by the American Library Assn.]
Internationaf Conference on AACR2 (Florida State University, 1979). The Making of a Code:
The IssuesLlndertyingAAC^R2 Edited by Doris Hargrett Clack. Chicago: American Library
Assn.. 1980.
*Maxwell, Margaret F., Handbooh
for AACR2: Expktining and Illustrating Anglo-Ameican
Catalogu.ingRiles, SecondEdition. Chicago: American Library Assn., 1980.
*olson, Nancy B. cataloging of Audiotisual Materiak: A Manual Based on AACR2. Mankato,

ductory text to cataloging, using AACR2 I
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Editor, LRTS
11416 Farmland Drive
Rockyille, MD A086A

Editor's note: Letters sent to the editor for publication in this column cannot be acknowledged, answered individually, or returned to ihe authors. Whenever space is available in an
issue,selected letters will be published, with little or no editing, thougir abridgment may be
.required. Letters intended for publication should by typed double-ipaced.
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course, to
summary
computer
definition

1981

on-line systems as well). The usefulness to management of statistical or
reporting depends on the scoPe of the system, on the contents of the
records, on the sophistication of the programs, and on the precise^
of the selection criteria, but not on the batch or on-line characteristic of

inability of a system to provide useful management reports.
From: Doroth,lJ. Comirc, Detroit.-lt is probably not a matter of great importance, but I cannot resist the temPntion to call attention to an error in the "[n
Memoriam" on Wyllis Wright which appears in the Summer 1980 issue of LRTS
(page 297). I can understand Ben Custer's confusion.
In the third paragraph he refers to the first of Bill Wright's activities as "Secretary of the American Book Center for War-Devastated Libraries." This is incorrect. He was Chairman of the ALA Committee on Aid to Libraries in War Areas'
and had no connection with the ABC which existed simultaneously, and also had
offices in the Library of Congress. I was Executive Assistant to the ALA Committee, headquartered in the International Relations Office in the LC Annex, working
under the Committee's direction. This can be verified by reference toWho'sWho in
Library Ser-uice.
[B. Custer agrees that the information above is correct.]

LC headings this figure is likely smaller . . . .
Schadlich doesn'i mention the cost of changing over to the patron or to the

the four-times-a-year changes and cancellations . . . .

DID YO(I I(NOW THAT
The Official Washinqton post Index

IS THE ONLYINDEXTO THE WXSNINCTON POST THAT
o
.
o
.
o

is officiallysanctionedby the post publishingCompany
coversall levelsof newsfrom internationaltL local
includeseditorials,letters,syndicatedcolumns,and reviews
usesfreelanguageabstractswhichprovideso much informationusers
may not need to use the newspaperat all
has locatorswhich referthe userto the pageand column to whichan
Indexitem actuallyrefers,not just to the beginningof a story.

Do you want to know more about
The Official Washington
Post Index?
Callor write;

Research
Publications,
Inc
12Lunar
Drive
Woodbridge,
CT06525
(203)397-2600

''WE
WROTE
THE
BOOK
ON
SERVICE"
"i
AMBASSADORBOOK SERVICE,INC,
"turnishing books and rctated seryices
to academic & research tibrciles,,
42 CHASNERSTREETo HEMpSTEAD,
Ny 11550. (516)489.4011

CIIBCK F}U()N'S
Faxonsnewesttitlesprovidevaluableadditionsto
your library's reference collection :

t
d

C-ollectorsIndex: ASelected Sub'
j ect Ou id e to Collecting, I d entify ing, Displaying and Maintaining
Collections, bY Pearl Turner;

Index to fairy Tbles, 7975-1977,
Including Foklore' I'egends and
Myths in Colledions' (4th suPPlementl, by Norma OIin lreland,'

lndex to America; Lik and
Customs - TTthCentury'
bv Norma Olin Irelan4

Index to Nutrition and flealth
byJosePh W.SPrug.

in Faxon'suseful
For further informationon theseand other titles
publicationscatalog.
nerei""tE s.ries of Libiiry rooks, write for our

@

b:qt:",::1.%',".).i?::H:?tMassachuse*so2oeo

PERSONATIZED
SERVICE

our customergla4p and small,like the promPtattenlionYe $,re them..we think
9o",*Jd t""i asf aUoutMcGiegor's"AutomaticRenewal"phn descrlbedin our
irew brochure.Write todayfor yrourlreecopy.

ExpertEYaluations
of
Readers,

Printer
Terminals

by
LibraryTechnology
freporls
Photocopiers-Test reportson eight
electrostaticofficecopiers,sevenof which
use plainpaper and four minFcopiers
whichcan be purchasedfor $500 to
$1,000 An introductoryarticlediscusses
selectioncriteriaand coin operation
I n t h e J a n u a r yFi e b r u a r y1 9 8 0i s s u e .
Vol 16No 1--$40.00
Microliche Readers-This latestset of
reportsincludeslaboratoryresultsand
informedjudgementson the performance
of a group of fifteenpopularmicrofiche
readermodelssuitablefor eithersource
documentor coM fiches
In the March/Aorit1980issue.
Vol 16 No 2 -$40.00
Printer Terminals-A new categoryof
libraryequipmentwhich may soon be as
commonas the card catalogand the date
stamp Joseph Becker,international
authorityin the fieldof libraryautomation
and informationscience,describes
currenp
t r i n t e rt e c h n o l o g i easn dd i s c u s s e s
seleclioncriteria Also includeoare
reportson ninetypicalprinterssuitable{or
l i b r a r yu s e

Firm order
services
Rush/Reserve
Department
(niversity Press
Division
Comprehensive
and Customized
Approval
Programs
Continuation/
Standing Order
Services

I n t h e M a y / J u n e1 9 8 0i s s u e ,
V o l 1 6N o . 3 - $ 4 0 . 0 0
Library Technology Beports is a unique
bimonthlypublicationof the American
tibrary Associationthat orovidescritical
evaluationsof productsand servicesused
in Iibraries,media centersand other
educationalinstitutionslts purposeis to
enablelibrariansand educatorsto make
economicalpurchasingdecisionsand lo
alert manufacturersof the needsof
librariesand the standardsof performance
expectedby them.
A n n u a ls u b s c r i p t i o(n6 i s s u e s ) - g 1 3 5

Library TechnologyReports
AmericanLibrarvAssociation
50 East Huron Sireet
C h i c a g o ,l l l i n o i s6 0 6 11

llen

Booksellers
66 Austin Boulevard.
C o m m a c k ,N e w Y o r k 1 1 7 2 5
Toll-freeWATSline:

(8O0) 64s-5237
Regionaloffices: Atlanta CA
Palo Alro CA

LC Cataloging
deliveredsemiannuallycostsonly

$ 195 per Year
including cumulative indexes
by both title and main entrY
to over fifteen Yearsof cataloging data. Optional weeklY uPdates and ISBN, LC Card and
Call indexesare also available.
For more information about
why over fourteen hundred
libraries use MARCFICHE'
please write or telePhone:
COM PANY
M ARC APPI,IED RF]SF]ARCH
P o s tO f F c e B o x 4 0 0 3 5 , Wa s h i n g t o n ' D ' C ' 2 0 0 1 6
A Division of The Library Corporation

(301) E40-1480

WHENYOUSPEND
lOOE.ARS

INIIBRARIESYOU
LEARNAI,OT
We've learnedto get down to
the basics:
. reliability,
'speed,
. personalservice.
isyour bestsourcefor over
Faxon
'l
50,000domesticand international
serialsand continuationstitles.
F,W.FaxonCompany,Inc
15SouthwestPark.
Westwood, Mass 02090
Tel: 800-225-6055(toll-free)
(collect in Mass
617-329-3,350
and canada)

Improued!
Vlsl-Tapc
Petlodlaal
Labellng
A revolutionarysystem that
allows quick visual review ol
shelved periodicals Simply
apply this pressure sensilive
t a p e t o p u b l i c a t i o n si n t h e i r
o r d e ro f i s s u e F a s t ,
i n e x p e n s i v ee, f f i c i e n t O n e o t
hundreds ot bright new
producls,n Ihe newesi
H i g h s m i t hC a t a l o g S e n d t o r
your free copy

lllghsmlth
PO 251R9
F l A t k i n s o n ,W l
53538

SpecialReport:

Why not try the Association for
Library Serviceto Chlldren
instead?A new name*fora proventeam.
5,000strong.
children'slibrarians,
media
specialists,
children'sbookeditors,authors,
illustrators,filmmakers.
Peoplewho benefitfrom ALSC's
. ideasfor creativeprograms,
o assistancein fightingcensorship
and illiteracy,
. contactswith other national
organizations
servingchildren,
. evaluationsof books,toys,
posters,records,films.
Join us andfindthe ideasand helo
you needinTop of the News and in
conlerencesessions.
Participatewith your colleaguesin
selectingnotablechildren'sbooks,
tilms,recordings
... and Newbery
and CaldecottMedalwinners.

The Library
Catalog:
COMandOnline

Options

b y B i c h a r dW B o s s / D e a n n aB M a r c u m

to be gainedand pitfallsto be avoided
when a librarychoosesa COM or online
alternativeto the traditionalcard or book
catalog The emphasisof this special
report is on turnkeysystemswhich can be
purchasedfrom commercialvendors The
reportincludesinformalionon six COM
catalogvendorsand elevenprobable
vendorsof onlinecatalogs Includedalso
are four excellentappendices:Sample
Specificationsfora COM Catalog,Sampte
Specificationsfor an IntegratedSystem
A Glossaryof Terms,and a selected
bibliographyIn the September/October
issue of Library Technology Reports,
Volume16 No 5,-$40.00
Librcry Technology Reports is a unique
bimonthlypublicationof the American
LibraryAssociationthat providescritical
evaluationsof productsand servicesused
in libraries,mediacentersand other
educationalinstitutions.lts purposeis to
enable librariansand educatorsto make
economicalpurchasingdecisionsand
to alert manufacturersof the needsof
librariesand the standardsof performance
expectedby them.
Annual subscription(6 issues)-$135

When you renew your ALA
membeFhlp thls year, ioin us
In ALSC.
*

formerly Children's Services Divrston

Library TechnologyReports

AmericanLibraryAssociation
50 East Huron Street. Chicago,lL 60611

". . . the best work availableon the selection Processin libraries ' ' ' a
maior contribution to the literature of library science..." ([RIS, Fall
19741.
". . . Mr. Broadus[hasbeen] successfulin achievinga rarity; a reference
book which is aiso a pleasure to read." (Canadian Library lournal,
August 1974).

...
Now. . . JustPublished

ng Materialsfor
Selecti
Libraries
SecondEdition
By RobertN. Broadus

of selection as a whole.

theme of selection.
The maior focus of se/ecting Materialsfor Librariesis on the small to
medium-iized general librarf, but much of .the information can be
applied to largei-sized,academic,and specializedlibraries.
xiv, tt64p. cloth. 1981.(0-8242-0659-2).
$16,U.S. and Canada;$18,other countries.

A

The H.W.WilsonComPanY
JI

99) University Avenue, Bronx, New York 1O452

Midwest Library Service
Is PleasedTo Announce An Expanded

BOOK CONTINUATION

AND
STANDING ORDER SERVICE
In order to meet the growing needsof the academiclibrary community,
Midwest Library Servicehas recentlyenlargedits activities in this area of
book acquisitions.We invite you to submityour ContinuationsList to us
for prompt, efficientprocessing.
Our publisherbaseincludesapproximately 500 selectedpublishers.We also offer binding serviceson paperback
continuations.
Excellentserviceis the backboneof any good ContinuationsServiceand we
provide exactly that by assigning you a Personal Customer Service
Representativeand offering you the use of our Toll-Free WATS line:
l-800-325-8833.
So for a copy of our new brochureon "CONTINUATION & STANDING ORDER SERVICE" call us right now, usingthe tollfree number, or elsepleasefill in the reply coupon.
! Yes, I would like more informationabout your Continuation&
i

Standing Order Service:

:
I
a
I
I

n
!

!
I

Pleasemail me your new Brochure on this subject.
Pleasehave a memberof your staff call me.

I
I
I
I
I
I

(Name)

(Title)

Address
City

State

ZipCode

TelephoneNumber
1......

t..

-. r rr r rr r. -r r. r r...

PleaseMail CouponTo:

r rr..

r r - r r..

r. r. r.....

-.....

-.....a

Mr. Howard Lesser,President
Midwest Library Service
11443St. CharlesRock Road
Bridgeton,Mo.6304

'020Yearsof Serviceto
Collegeand University Libraries"
MIDWEST
LIBRARYSERVICE

11443St. CharlesRock Road
Bridgeton,Mo. 63044

Attglo-American
CataloguingRulesix:?lt"
MichaelGormanand
Paul W. Winkler,
editors

A ioint publicationof the
AmericanLibraryAssociation'
the CanadianLibraryAssociation'
and the Library Association

640 pages
Cloth:

tsBN 0-8389-3210-X
$15.00
rsBN0-8389-3211-8
s12.50

On its first Publicationin
1967,Anglo-AmericanCataIoguingRuleswas greeted

as "the best Code we have, or
are likely to have," and was soon
adopted bY libraries around the
world.
The second edition of AACR consolidatesthe achievementsof the first
a n d b u i l d so n t h e m t o m e e tt h e c h a l t n d c h a n g e .l n
l e n g e so t d e v e l o p m e n a
an intensivethree-yearproject, two
d i s t i n g u i s h e de d i t o r s a n d a n i n t e r nationll Joint Steering Committee-on
which the national library associations
and national library services of the
United States, Canada, and the United
Kingdom were all represented-have
produced a revisionthat harmonizes
ine two differing texts of the first edition. AACR 2 incorporatesthe latest

international
standards,makesProvisionfor the wholerange

of new materials and media

now in our librarycollections,and

takes notice of the impact of machiner e a d a b l ec a t a l o g u i n ga n d b i b l i o g r a p h i c
systems.There are adjustmentsto the
text and presentationthat nation-wide
reviews 6Y AACR users have shown to
be essential.
One innovationis of particular im-

AACR2 can be the Code to take
cataloguinginto the twenty-firstcentury'
O r d e r y o u r c o P i e sn o w !

Order Department

AmericanLibraryAssociation
50 East Huron Street,Chicago,lllinois60611

WithEBSf,INET
you can now
l.
2.
3.
4.

Transmit claims
Transmit Interim Orders
Access EBSCO's Missing Copy Bank
Access EBSCOs Title File for Price/
Bibliographic Information
5. Review "Summary
of Publications
Title or by SubOrdered" Report-by
scriber
For a free brochure and detailson On-Line Data
Communications Direct from vour librarv to
EBSCO and its potential- coniact your iocal
EBSCO o{{ice or:

EB S G O

SU B S C R IP T T OII

P.O. Box 2543/Birmingham, AL 35202
(2O5\ 252-9010 Telex: 5-971J
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